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AN EARTH-MARS MISSION-ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
By James  F. Kibler 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A rapid, flexible , preliminary Earth-Mars mission-analysis computer program has 
been developed. The program computes a conic interplanetary trajectory approximation, 
a noncoplanar impulsive deboost maneuver into a closed orbit about the target planet, and 
many mission-dependent and mission-independent parameters to  allow examination of the 
entire flight profile. The capabilities of the program a r e  discussed along with the require- 
ments for computing a general planet-to-planet mission. Examples of program input and 
output and sample data analyses a r e  presented for an Earth-Mars mission during the 1973 
launch opportunity. A flow diagram for the main program, the input and output descrip- 
tion, and a complete program listing a r e  presented in the appendixes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Interplanetary flights from Earth to the planets represent a significant part  of the 
space effort. Detailed study is required for each of these flights, A necessary part of 
the study is a preliminary mission analysis which consists of choosing a suitable mission 
profile from an infinite set  of possible candidates. Many variables and trade-offs a r e  
available to  the flight planner. 
mum allowable spacecraft weight is specified for a given launch date and arrival date. 
The planner must then trade weight for required launch-arrival periods until a feasible 
combination is obtained. Once the spacecraft weight is determined, an allocation must be 
made for fuel to  perform midcourse corrections, a deboost maneuver at the planet, and a 
deorbit maneuver to  the surface of the planet. Each of these maneuvers will depend upon 
other mission constraints such as the desired orbit at the planet and the desired landing 
point on the surface. In addition, the mission planner must consider the effect of scien- 
tific requirements on the mission profile. 
in a scientifically interesting area and must have proper lighting for any onboard optical 
equipment. The orbit about the planet must satisfy constraints such as communication 
requirements with the Earth and the necessity for solar cells to  be exposed to  sunlight 
for the greater part of each orbit. The many different problems involved in preliminary 
mission analyses present a real task for the flight planner. 
For example, once a rocket booster is chosen, the maxi- 
For example, the landing point must be located 
At Langley Research Center, computer programs have been developed to  solve sev- 
e ra l  individual par ts  of the mission-analysis problem. However, experience with the 
Viking project has shown the difficulty of data interchange between the programs and the 
necessity for an integrated approach to a preliminary mission analysis. The program 
described herein is an attempt to combine the many facets of preliminary mission design 
into one rapid and flexible program. In addition, capability not previously available in 
program form, such as a noncoplanar impulsive-burn deboost maneuver, has been included 
in this program. 
The present version of the mission-analysis program is concerned only with Earth- 
Mars missions of the Viking type. However, modifications described herein would allow 
study of interplanetary missions to  other planets. The accuracy of the program is lim- 
ited by the use of Keplerian mechanics and impulsive-burn maneuvers rather than finite- 
burn integrating schemes. However, it is felt that for  preliminary mission design, the 
order-of-magnitude accuracy involved in the approximations, as compared with an inte- 
grating program, is far outweighed by the several  orders  of magnitude gained in compu- 
tational speed and program flexibility. Results f rom the various program elements 
agree with results obtained from other conic programs that were previously designed 
individually to  study specific par ts  of the total mission. 
Information required for operation of the program is contained in the appendixes. 
Appendix A includes a brief flow chart and a description of the primary subroutines. An 
explanation of the required input is given in appendix B. Appendix C describes the output 
parameters, and a complete FORTRAN listing is given in appendix D. The program was 
developed for use on a Control Data 6600 ser ies  computer and requires a field length of 
approximately 650008. 
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a vector from center of target planet and perpendicular to  approach 
asymptote of incoming hyperbola 
twice total geocentric injection energy per  unit mass,  km2/sec2 
declination of launch asymptote as measured from Earth's equator, deg 
t rue anomaly, deg 
t rue anomaly of deorbit, deg 
Sun lighting angle, deg 


















periapsis altitude of specified elliptical orbit, km 
inclination of elliptical orbit , deg 
oblateness coefficient for Mars 
t rue  anomaly of landing point (periapsis to  landing-point angle on ellipse), deg 
apoapsis radius of ellipse, km 
radius at entry to  Martian atmosphere, km 
periapsis radius of ellipse, km 
radius of Mars, km 
= s' x T' with 3 a unit vector completing the RST tr iad 
unit vector, parallel to  approach asymptote at M a r s  and passing through 
center of planet 
unit vector perpendicular to  and parallel to ecliptic plane 
velocity on ellipse, km/sec 
velocity on hyperbola, km/sec 
hyperbolic excess velocity of spacecraft relative to Mars ,  km/sec 
deboost velocity-change requirement , km/sec 
flight-path angle at entry into Martian atmosphere, deg 
declination of landing point, deg 
declination of subsolar point, deg 
gravitational constant for Mars ,  km3/sec2 




right ascension of subsolar point, deg 
right ascension of ascending node, deg 
argument of periapsis, deg 
Subscripts : 
192 denotes specific points on the ellipse 
max maximum 
min minimum 
Symbols without arrows denote magnitudes. 
MISSION -ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES 
The computer program has been developed to fulfill a requirement for preliminary 
mission analysis and design. The program is intended to be a rapid engineering tool 
which may be easily modified to perform additional tasks as the need arises.  In this 
light, the following paragraphs describe the basic assumptions and approximations, the 
method of calculation, and the program capabilities for  each part of the mission-analysis 
problem treated by the program. 
Heliocentric Trajectory 
The Earth-Mars-Sun geometry used for calculating the heliocentric trajectory ele- 
ments is shown in figure 1. Point masses and Keplerian mechanics a r e  assumed through- 
out the analysis. The heliocentric orbits of Earth and Mars a re  represented by time- 
varying mean orbital elements. If the position vector t o  the Earth at a launch date and 
the position vector to  M a r s  at an arr ival  date (fig. 1) a r e  known, a number of methods can 
be used to  generate a unique set of trajectory elements which connect these two points in 
the desired t r ip  time. A t rue anomaly iteration method (ref. 1) is used here. Once the 
elements of the heliocentric transfer trajectory are known, many additional parameters of 
interest a r e  computed. For example, C3 (twice the injection energy of the spacecraft 
relative to the Earth) and DLA (the declination of the launch asymptote relative to  the 
Yarth's equator) a r e  calculated. These two parameters a r e  of interest to  the mission 
planner because they define launch-vehicle energy requirements per unit mass (C3) and 
whether the injection into the interplanetary trajectory violates range-safety requirements 
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Figure 1.- E a r t h  to Mars geometry. 
(overflight restrictions on DLA). Also, the hyperbolic excess velocity of the spacecraft 
relative to  M a r s  V, is computed here. Constraints on the maximum values of C3, 
DLA, and V, a r e  applied by the program. The trajectory for a given launch and arrival 
date is rejected if it violates any one of the constraints, and a new launch-arrival date 
pair is tried. Thus, the mission planner is spared the necessity of sifting through a num- 
ber of impractical trajectories. The other parameters computed here a r e  described in 
appendix C.  This trajectory computation is very rapid and may be easily modified to 
compute additional quantities of interest to  the mission planner. 
Elliptical Orbit at Mars 
The orbit t race and inertial landing-point geometry at Mars is shown in figure 2. 
The mission requirements of Sun lighting angle G, landing latitude A2, orbital inclina- 
tion i, and the argument of the landing point f2 a r e  specified. The declination and right 
5 
Figure 2.- Landing-point geometry. Arrows indicate positive sense. 
ascension of the subsolar point, Xs and G S ,  a re  calculated from the position of the Sun 
with respect to  Mars. Since these quantities a r e  known, the argument of periapsis 
and the right ascension of the ascending node 51 can be found. (See fig. 2.) The 
resulting equations depend on the location of the landing point with respect to  the ascending 
or descending node of the orbit and with respect to  the morning or evening terminator 
(that is, lighting conditions). The various combinations of landing-point conditions a r e  
chosen on option from the main program. Finally, the apoapsis and periapsis radii, 
ra and rp, a r e  specified from experiment considerations. Thus, the orbital elements 
(ra, rp, i, 51, and w )  of an ellipse which passes over the inertial landing point a re  
known for the date of deorbit. 
w 
6 
For photographic coverage, the spacecraft will be in orbit about Mars  for a number 
of revolutions prior to  landing. Because of the oblateness of Mars ,  S2 and w will  
change as functions of time. Therefore, S2 and w are regressed an amount dependent 
upon the required stay time in orbit. (See ref. 1.) Thus, the elements of the initial 
ellipse on the date of the deboost maneuver a re  determined. 
The mission planner is interested in Sun and Earth occultations as seen by the 
spacecraft while in orbit about Mars .  Therefore, such parameters as the first orbit on 
which occultation occurs, duration of occultation, and the time and true anomaly from 
periapsis of entrance to and exit from occultation are computed for both the Sun and 
Earth. These parameters are necessary to define quantities such as battery require- 
ments (solar cells occulted from sunlight) and data-storage capability (direct telemetry 
occulted from tracking bases). The computed quantities are described in appendix C. 
It would be possible to compute occultation parameters for other celestial bodies (for 
example, Canopus) by a suitable modification to the program. 
Deboost Maneuver 
The deboost maneuver geometry is shown in figure 3. A minimum AV impulsive 
burn maneuver is computed. The maneuver is not constrained to be coplanar o r  to be a 
periapsis-to-periapsis transfer. The values of hyperbolic excess velocity V, and a 
unit vector parallel to the approach asymptote and passing through the center of the 
planet s' have been computed in the heliocentric trajectory part of the program. The 
quantities V, and S define a family of approach hyperbolas. The orbital elements 
of the required ellipse at M a r s  have been determined in the elliptical orbit computation 
section. The deboost maneuver is designed to specify the family of approach hyperbolas 
that results in the minimum AV requirement for deboost. 
-c 
The procedure is described with reference to figure 3. The approach hyperbola is 
rotated about s' and its periapsis altitude is adjusted until it intersects the specified 
elliptical orbit at a particular t rue anomaly f l .  Since the radius of the hyperbola is 
constrained to be the same as the radius of the ellipse at that true anomaly, the orbital 
elements of the hyperbola a re  computed. The velocities on the ellipse Ve, l  and hyper- 
bola v h  1 at the intersection point are computed and their vector difference AV1 
represents an impulsive-burn transfer between the conics at their intersection. Next, 
another true anomaly f2  is chosen, and the velocity difference AV2 is computed at this 
new intersection of the hyperbola and ellipse. This process is repeated at true anomaly 
intervals around the ellipse. The minimum AV is calculated by a parabolic interpola- 
tion through the three smallest computed values of AV. The associated hyperbola is 
then defined to be the required conic. A maximum acceptable AV is defined by the 
user  and any profiles which violate this constraint are rejected. 
7 
Computed 
Figure 3.- Deboost velocity computation geometry. 
Additional parameters of interest to the mission planner a r e  computed in this part 
of the program. For example, the areocentric components of AV, the plane change 
involved in the maneuver, and the radius, time and true anomaly of the deboost maneuver 
a r e  computed. Also computed a re  the components B T, B R of a "miss parameter" 
which is the perpendicular from the center of the planet to the approach asymptote. 
The components B T and B R lie in the plane formed by T' (a unit vector perpen- 
dicular to s' and parallel to the ecliptic plane) and 
tor  completing the triad). The RST areocentric coordinate system is a convenient 
targeting system for the mission planner. Other computed parameters associated with 
the deboost maneuver are described in appendix C. 
(E = s' X ff', with R' a unit vec- 
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Operational Modes 
There are several  modes of operation and program options available to the mission 
planner. There are three output modes which control computational flow as shown in the 
flow chart in  appendix A. A sample input and a sample output for each of the computa- 
tional modes a r e  illustrated. An initial lmnch date of August 9, 1973, and an initial 
arr ival  date of March 16, 1974, are specified for each example. In each mode, the pro- 
gram automatically scans a grid of launch and arrival dates as determined by the user. 
Maximum values for the C3, DLA, V, and AV constraints are selected. A set  of 
landing-point parameters (fi, A l ,  G ,  i, and stay time in orbit) are chosen which relate 
to  the particular mission. Physical constants associated with the planet are specified. 
For each case, a set of program control integers is required. Each of the input and out- 
put parameters is described in appendixes B and C.  
An example of the input and output for the minimum output mode is presented. This 
operational mode performs only the calculations required t o  define the basic mission pro- 
file. Output is restricted to a single line to facilitate scanning a wide range of possible 
launch and arrival date combinations. Only the profiles which satisfy constraints on C3, 
DLA, V, and AV a r e  printed out. This option requires less  than 1 second of computer 
time per  launch-arrival date pair. 
9 
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A sample input and output described in appendixes B and C for the minimum output 
mode follows: 
$1 NPT 
E = o , ~ E + o ~ +  o.a~+oi. O , ~ E + O I .  0.0, oIor 0.0~ 
X M  = 0*74E+02r 0 ,1E+01r  O - l h E + O Z r  0-01  O - O r  0.01 
I LD = 7 5 *  
I AD = 25. 
I JD = 5 r  
J JD = 5.  
t 3 V A X  = OoZlE+021 
D L A Y A X  = 0-4E+02. 
V H P M A X  = 0o35E+01. 
9 E l V Y A X  = Oo2E+OIr 
0 FR = 0.12E+02* 
E I. P = 0-3E+O?+ 
CPFCLflN = 0.90f266469013461F+02r 
GEE = G*65€+02- 
X I  = 0=4F+02* 
D A Y S  = f l * l E + 0 2 *  
Y A  = 003267€+05 
HP = 0,14E+04.  
R t  = 0 . 3 3 9 3 4 € + 0 4 .  
R P V I N  = 0o47969F+04. 
TADFORB = 0 - 0 ,  
FPA = - O o l b E + O i l .  
R F N T R Y  = 0,363724E + 0 4 +  
X.17 = 0.197F-07. 
0.4282 84E+ 05 9 












c 3  DLA O E L T A V  F O R S T  
E L I P S F  
F O R S T  D R S T  T I M  SO E O  
H Y P E R R  F R O M  PFR 
T S U N I N  OlJR S l l N  T A s l N  T A S P I I T  T F A R l h l  
13 8 9 7 4  3 16 16.54 33.66 1.510 -63.7 -44.6 -1630.69 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 - 8 4  ?.5.!! 74.57 75.07 
13 8 9 7 4  3 26 17.71 38.51 1.877 -84.1 -55.5 -2556.29 0 1 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.00 Y . 0 7  7 ' 3 . 7 4  7 f t . W  7R.05 
7 3  8 9 74 3 21 17.04 35-96  1.689 -74.4 -51.1 -2065.39 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.s? 77.21 74.71 76.58 
7 3  8 14 7 4  3 16 17.41 28 .85  1.349 -60.8 -41.6 -1529.65 0 1 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.QO @.e4 Ih.11 24.52 75.07 
7 3  8 14 7 4  3 21 17.67 30.67 1.501 - r i . 5  -48.4 -1939.69 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.oD 8 . 0 7  77 .21  ?4.71 76.55 
7 3  a 14 7 4  3 26 18.03 37.68 1.658 -81.3 -57.7 -7404.05 o I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 q.n? 29.20 2 4 . 9 8  7 8 - 0 5  
7 3  8 14 7 4  4 5 19.18 37.35 1.990 -98.0 -58.4 -350?.9i o I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.3n ? n . = q  75.77 m.w 
7 3  8 1 4  7 4  3 31 18.52 34.90 1.820 -90.2 -57.0 -2925.13 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '3.'- '0.75 25.?2 79.49 
7 3  8 19 74 3 16 19.15 24.76 1.237 -59.4 -39.1 -1481.56 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.~4 ? ~ . I I  74.52 75.07 
7 3  a 1 s  7 4  3 21  19.25 26.22 1.366 -69.8 -45.9 -1870.06 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8 . 9 7  7 7 . ) !  74.71 7 6 . 5 ~  
7 3  8 19 7 4  3 26 19.41 27.81 1.502 -79.5 -51.4 -2309.39 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 a.02 x.79 74.94 7R.n5 
7 3  8 IF 14 3 3 1  19.64 29.56 1.640 -88.2 -55.3 -2801.39 o 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 q.15 ? 9 . 2 5  7 5 . 2 7  79.49 
73 8 19 7 4  4 5 19.97 31.48 1.781 -96.1 -57.5 -3747.84 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 9.'0 '0.39 75.77 R O . R R  
I 
An example of the input and output for the extended printout mode is presented. 
This operational mode calculates numerous additional parameters (described in appen- 
dix C) associated with a particular launch and arr ival  date. In this mode, the "time- 
correction" option can be selected. This option allows the user  to pick a particular lon- 
gitude of landing (that is, "tying down" the inertial landing point to  the rotating planet). 
The chosen longitude must rotate beneath the computed elliptic orbit with the given 
lighting conditions at a particular time. This constraint determines the landing time. 
With the time of landing known, event t imes of deorbit and deboost are computed. The 
deorbit-to-landing t ime increment is computed by use of an entry trajectory with no 
atmosphere to  allow rapid computation. On option, a more accurate time increment can 
be put into the program. The deboost-to-deorbit time increment is computed along the 
specified elliptical orbit. One page of output and approximately 2 seconds of computer 
time per launch-arrival date pair  a r e  required in the extended output mode. Other 
quantities of interest to  the mission planner could be computed and inserted into this 
output. 
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A sample input and output for the extended output mode (described in appendixes B 




I CD - 
!AD - 
I JD - 






E L P  - 
SPECLON = 
GEE - 





R P M f N  = 
TADEORR = 
F PA - 
R F N J R Y  = 













0- 73E+02 .  0 .8E+01 . 0 . 9 F + O l  0.0. 0-0, 0.0 9 





0 2 1E+02  
0 - 4 E + 0 2 *  
0 * 3 5 E * 0 1 9  
O . Z E + O l *  
0 1 1 2 E + 0 2  * 
0 * 2 E + 0 2 r  
0.32E+03 9 
0*6F+02.  
0 . 3 € + 0 7 1  
0- 9 E + 0 1  9 
0*3267€+05 * 
0. 14E+ 04. 
0 - 3  3 9 3 4 E  +04 
0 4 7 9 6  9E +O 4 9 
0.2 14 75E+ 0 3  7 
- 0 * l b E + 0 2 .  
0 0 3 6 3 7 2 4 E + 0 4 r  
0.1S7E-02 
I I  = 0 * 4 2 8 2 8 4 E + 0 5  
I NC = 1. 
K E Y 1  = 1. 
K F Y 3  = 1. 
KEY4 = 1. 
K F Y 5  = 0. 
ISEARCH = 01 




n r r o r l i  Tlvr  IAllNCH nATF 490 I VAL i )ATF ' 1 E R V l q T  T l Y F  
C A I  ENDAR rJ 9 7 3  0 0 0 3 1 6 1 4  0 0 0 3 16 74 1 9  4'4 4 7 2 5  74 1 7  7 4' 
JIIL I A N 2441903.50 2442 l? 2.50 244?1?3.31 ?442!7?.31 
INTERPL4NETARY FL I G H T  PAR4METEQC 
nLA = 3.36573137E+OI RPL = 1.3h5672S5F+Il l  C 3  = 1.65407750C+01 T C I P  T l M F  = ?. IS900000C+07 
ARFO. DFC.  S-VECTnR -1.08404Jh?F+01 PQEl l .  u . 4 .  S - V T C T O R  = 1 . ? 1 7 9 6 3 ~ 5 ? + 0 ?  U Y P ~ C .  r x r ' c s  VFI . = 7 . 5 ' i j ~ 7 0 7 7 r + 0 n  
GFO. DfC. S-VECTO9 - 1 . 7 4 9 4 4 3 7 5 ~ + 3 1  C.Cn. R.A. S - V E C T n R  = 4 .1795771QFtOl  r i p  iv1r6rl4iF. i  r l i c ~ .  = > . Y ~ ~ ~ I o ~ c ~ ~ + o R  
7AP = I.O3687925F+O? E T S  = 1.73558782F+02 Z h E  = !.320575?hC+07 '7' = 2.00771 746'+07 
7 A C  = 5.4663C549F+Ol E T C  = 2.69475543=+02 
P R O  RE P El? I HE L I ON = 1.51 7 1 R194 E+O R UPPI): APPELIIN = 2 . 4 5 7 3 7 3 6 5 = + 0 ~  3 P P R r  IYCLTMA710M = >.Q5>5q! 77'+OO 
LAIIYCY T K U F  ANOM. = 8 . ~ 4 5 3 i i n o ~ + o ~  A Q s i v t L  T R U E  A w u .  = 1.58446951r+n? 4 = L I 2 .  d Y 6 L '  T c 3 V C I  = 1 . 4 Q 6 0 ? t 3 9 F + 0 7  
R-VECTrQ Y A G Y I T I I O E  = 9.83710961C+03 R r l l l T  T = 9.58537051F+03 0 P I T  P = - ~ . ! R 2 1 h 1 7 * l ~ + ? 7  
tLFMENTS ANT: nER3OST PAR4YFTFRS - qYoERFlOLA 
A = -6.65501483€+03 E = 1.794714C7E+OO 1 = 3.1656R236E+01 f.AD.quf.CA = - 7 . h 7 0 7 4 h ~ l F + 0 !  w - ~ t  = 1 . 4 5 7 ~ 1 7 7 ? ~ + n ?  
O U S T  TRllE ANOM. = -3. 73713246E+01 n R S T  TIYF = -7.R3R71?31E+OE 
PFR. P & ' ) I U S  = 5 .21762525~+03  P E R .  n r r .  = i . 7 4 7 8 1 ~ 3 0 c + n i  P'S. R.A. = 7.7YH75?72F+Jl 
V A T  9 R Z T  = 4.5489299?E+00 V X  AT SniST = -3.31197'19F+O0 V Y  AT q8CT = 7 .69096h55Ct00  V 7  b T  0 Q C T  = -1.59?7?9har+00 
ELEYFNTS AND O E R O O S T  PARAYFTFQ? - E L L I P S E  
A = 7 . 0 4 2 ~ 4 0 0 0 ~ + 0 4  E = 7 . 6 5 3 5 6 0 7 3 ~ - 0 1  I = 1.00000O00E+OI C A P . ~ J W S ~  = 3 . 0 5 3 ~ 5 1 7 1 ~ + 0 7  ' i u c r . t  = !.4677hnn4=+n? 
DRCT Tal l€  ANON. = -5.77435330$+01 n ~ 5 ~  TIYF  = - 1 . 4 ~ 4 9 4 9 4 3 ~ + 0 3  nnas.~.n.  = 7 .147500nn~+07  v n n c s  = z . ? n 6 ~ ~ 1 a t - n 1  
n - o i m  = i..o2'jg1+74=+17 
V A T  O R S T  = 3.48727587F+OO vx P T  n 4 5 T  = -2. t13907172~+00 V Y  A T  nuZT = : . 8 ~ 7 4 3 ~ 4 ~ + 1 q  v7  .AT Q Q C T  = -1.n119556pc-ni 
PER.  R A D I U S  = 4.79340000~+03 PER. O r C .  = 1.58998217F+01 n F R .  Q.A. = 9.5822DbR5~+7! 
nmnnST MAWIVER P A R A M E T E R S  
DELTA V = 1-2761R493F+00 E X C E ? S  PELTA V = 7.238:5067f-01 Q A r l I I J Z  = 6.007742R9€+07 D E 0  = 1.70000000'+0? 
V X  = 4.77911478F-01 V Y  = - 7. R 11 2 3 21 OE-01 v r  = n . q 1 5 4 ~ 6 5 ~ - n i  PLANJc f i J h V T F  = l . l ! R 7 4 ~ R R ~ + 0 1  
nCCIILTATICh PPRAYETERC 
I S T  O R R I T .  SUN= 0 T I Y E .  SIIY = 0.  DllRATlnY. S l l Y  = 0. 
TRIJE ANOY.. SUN IY = 0. T Q I E  ANOM.. C ' I Y  OUT = 0. 
1ST O R R I T .  EARTH = 1 T I Y € ,  EARTH = 1.25758721E+01 01JRATI3N. FAQTH = 2.44956743Ft01 
TRUE ANOY.. E A R T H  I N  = 3 . 3 9 9 7 9 0 3 3 ~ + n i  TQl.lf ANOM.. EARTH T I T  = 7.77646115€+01 
LANDING POINT PARAMETERS 
LCNGTTUnE = 3 .7OO00000E+O? L hTITllDE = ?.000OOOOOE+01 CUN LIGHTIW ~ N G L F  6 .00oonoon~+o1  PdYZ = 9 
The third output option is the "parametric-analysis" printout mode. An example 
of the input and output of this mode follows. This mode computes the heliocentric trans- 
fer trajectory for a specified launch and arrival date. Then the input parameters, fz, 
Az,  G, i, and stay time in orbit, are varied through specified ranges to determine their 
effect on the AV required for  the deboost maneuver. One line of output and approxi- 
mately 1 second of computer time are required for each combination of input parameters. 
r AD = 1. 
I JD = 1 .  
J .ID = 1. 
C 3 M A X  = 0 - 2 1 E + 0 2 r  
O L A M A X  = 0*4F+02.  
VHPMAX = 0*35E+01. 
nELVMAX = O * Z E + O l r  
P FR = 0.12f+02.  
E l  P = 0.2E+02* 
SPECLON = 0*32F+03r 
X I  = 0 * 3 E + 0 2 r  
DAYS = 0.9E+01. 
HA = 0 - 3 2 6 7 E + 0 5 r  
R P M I N  = 0 * 4 7 9 6 9 E + 0 4 .  
TADEORR = 0 -  21475F+O? r 
F PA = -0,16E+02. 
X J2 = 0 * 1 9 7 E - 0 3 *  
15 
LJ = 0 ,42az84~+05.  
I NC = I *  
K F Y l  = 2 .  
UFY3 = 1. 
K E Y 4  = I *  
K F Y 5  = a* 
T S F A R C H  1 .  
TOEST = o - o *  
SFND 










X I 1  
x I ?  
K X  J 
nAY1 
n A Y  7 









= 0165F+02*  
= 5 r  
= 0,35E+02r 
= 0,4E+07. 
= 5 .  
= 0 , 5 E + O l r  
= a.iF+oz. 
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3.0003 E +O 1 
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3 1 6 7 4  0 0 0 
2442122.50 
GEE = 6.0000E+01 
GEE = 6.0000E+01 
GEE = 6.0000E+01 
G E E  = 6.OOOOE+Ol 
G E F  = 6.500OE+Ol 
GEE = 6.500OE+01 
GEE = 6.5000E+01 
GEE = 6.5300E+01 
GEE = 6.@000E+01 
G E E  = 6.OJOOE+01 
G € €  = 6.00OOE+Ol 
GEE = 6.0000E+01 
GEF = 6.5000E+01 
GFF = 6.5i)OOE+01 
GEE = 6.5000E+01 
G F C  = 6.5000E+01 
G E E  = 6.0000E+01 
GEE = 6.0000E+01 
GEE = 6.0000€+01 
X I  = 3.5000F+01 
X I  = 3.5000E+01 
X I  = 4.0000F+01 
XI  = 4 .0000~+01  
X I  = 3.5000E+01 
X I  = 3.5000F+Ol 
X I  = 4.000r)F+01 
XI  = ~ . O O O O F + O I  
X I  = 3.500OC+01 
X I  = 3.5000E+01 
X I  = 4.OOOOE+01 
X I  = 4.0000€+01 
X I  = 3.5000F+01 
X I  = 3.5000E+O1 
XI = 4 . 0 0 0 0 ~ + 0 1  
X I  = 4.0000E+01 
X I  = 3.5000E+01 
X I  = 3.5000E+01 
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There are several  program options available within each of the output modes. The 
program user  must select values f o r  each of the control integers described in appen- 
dix B. Either a posigrade o r  retrograde hyperbola may be chosen for the approach to  
Mars. One of four combinations of ascending or descending node and morning or evening 
lighting a r e  specified for the landing point on the surface of Mars. The user  may also 
put in broken-plane trajectory parameters (that is, a combination of two intersecting 
conic trajectories with different orbital elements). If this input option is selected, no 
heliocentric trajectory computation is made within the program. (See the flow chart in 
appendix A.) 
A brief description of the primary subroutines is given in appendix A. The other 
general purpose subroutines a r e  given in the FORTRAN listing in appendix D. These 
subroutines are generally self-explanatory and may be used in many types of programs. 
The mathematics associated with several of the general purpose subroutines is discussed 
in reference 2. 
Application to  Other Planets 
The modular construction of the mission-analysis program permits a relatively 
easy extension to the evaluation of a planet-to-planet mission. A planetary ephemeris 
subroutine must be substituted for the launch and arrival planets, and a coordinate trans- 
formation subroutine is required to  rotate a vector between the mean planet equator- 
equinox coordinate systems. Changes in the planetary constants and minor FORTRAN 
modifications must also be made. The straightforward computation and flexibility of the 
mission-analysis program should permit the addition of any calculations required by the 
mission planner. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SAMPLE CASE 
Many phases of preliminary mission analysis can be studied by use of the data com- 
puted by the program. Since this paper is intended as an explanation of the capabilities 
of the mission-analysis program, only two examples of data analysis a r e  presented here. 
First, consider the problem of choosing feasible ranges of launch and arrival dates. 
This analysis is performed by the minimal output mode of the program. The choice of 
a launch and arrival date pair is constrained immediately by the available launch vehicle 
energy per unit mass C3, range safety considerations DLA, and the deboost velocity- 
change requirement AV. Program output is used to plot constant contours of these three 
quantities as functions of launch and arrival dates. (See fig. 4.) By establishing an upper 
value of each quantity, many combinations of launch-arrival dates which exceed one of the 
constraints can be eliminated immediately from further consideration. The shaded region 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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constraints of C3 = 20 km2/sec2, DLA = 35O, and AV = 1.3 km/sec. It should be 
noted that the AV contours a re  dependent upon a particular set of landing-point condi- 
tions which determine the elliptical orbit at Mars.  Any variation in the elliptical orbit 
will shift the AV contours. 
Next, it is logical to  choose a launch-arrival opportunity from the shaded region 
of figure 4, and to determine the effect of the landing-point conditions on AV. This 
problem is easily handled by the parametric analysis output mode. Figure 5 shows the 
variation in inclination as a function of deboost AV for a launch date of August 20, 1973, 
and an arrival date of March 24, 1974. The plots show the variation in AV as depen- 
dent upon the Sun lighting angle, f i ,  landing latitude, and stay time in orbit. Since 
these parameters are not truly independent, the two-dimensional plot will not tell the 
complete story. However, this type of analysis does indicate trends for additional study. 
The data presented in figures 4 and 5 can be generated in two runs of the program. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Rapid computing time, modular construction, and the combination of many phases 
of mission design into one package a re  assets of the mission-analysis program. The 
conic trajectory computations decrease the accuracy of the program as  compared with 
an integrated trajectory, but this inaccuracy is felt to be of minor concern for prelimi- 
nary mission planning purposes. The ease with which modifications can be made, and 
computational flexibility make the program a useful engineering tool. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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This flow diagram is a simple description of the computa- 
tional now of the main program. The three se t s  of input a r e  
described in appendix B. Each of the subroutines shown here 
is described briefly after the flow diagram. These subroutines, 
in turn, call the other subroutines given in appendix D. 
numbered decisions a r e  a6 follows: 
@ Is the program in the parametric analysis output d e ?  
@ Is broken-plane input data required? 
@ Is the program in the extended printout mode? 
@ Are the Cg, DLA, o r  V, constraints exceeded? 
@ Is the A V  constraint exceeded? 
@ Has the "time correction" option been selected? 
@ Is the required range of launch-arrival dates completed? 
The 
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APPENDIXA - Concluded 
Description of Pr imary Subroutines 
The following is a brief description of the primary subroutines shown in the flow 
diagram. 
PLUG and PLUG 1 - PLUG is called in the minimum output mode; it computes C3, 
DLA, and V,, and the declination and right ascension of s'. PLUG 1 is called in the 
extended output mode; it computes many additional trajectory parameters as described 
in appendix C. These subroutines compute the elements of a heliocentric trajectory 
between Earth and Mars for  a given launch and arr ival  date. A unique conic trajectory 
is determined from the two radius vectors and the t r ip  time. A t rue anomaly iteration 
method is used to establish the conic trajectory. 
COMPEL - If the landing-point parameters of i, f i ,  G, Az, stay time in orbit, and the 
date of landing a re  known, this subroutine computes the elements of an ellipse at Mars 
which passes over the landing point on the date of deorbit. 
FUDGE - With the oblateness coefficient for Mars and the stay time in orbit known, this 
subroutine modifies 52 and w as computed in COMPEL to account for oblateness 
effects accumulated during the specified stay time in orbit. The resultant elements 
determine the initial orbit at Mars.  
DEBOOST AND DBST 1 - DEBOOST is called in the minimum output mode; it computes 
the minimum AV and the elements of the hyperbola associated with it, and the impact 
plane parameters. DBST 1 is called in the extended output mode; it computes the addi- 
tional deboost parameters described in appendix C. These subroutines compute the 
minimum impulsive velocity change required to  transfer f rom the approach hyperbola to 
the initial orbit at Mars. 
SEESE - This subroutine determines whether occultations of the Sun o r  Earth as seen 
by the spacecraft occur during the specified s tay time in orbit. If so, it computes the 
occultation parameters described in appendix @. 
EVENTS - This subroutine is called in the "time correction" option. The user  specifies 
a longitude of landing which determines the landing time. 
and deboost a r e  computed. The user  may specify the deorbit-to-landing time increment. 
If this time increment is not specified, an impulsive deorbit maneuver is performed and 
the deorbit quantities described in appendix C a re  computed. 
Then, event t imes of deorbit 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT 
The NAMELIST feature of the Control Data 6600 computer is used to facilitate data 
input. Three namelists are used. INPT is the standard set of data and control variables 
and is always required. PARAM is a set of quantities used to vary the landing point data 
parametrically and is put in only in the parametric-analysis output mode. BPDATA is 
a set of broken-plane trajectory parameters. If this namelist is put in, no trajectory 
calculation is made within the program. 











































yr ,  mo, day, Calendar launch date (for example, 73, 
hr ,  min, sec  10, 23, 0, 0, 0) 
yr ,  mo, day, Calendar arrival date 












Scanning period size for launch 
Scanning period size for arrival 
Launch-date increment 
Arrival-date increment 
Constraint on vis-viva injection 
energy C3 
Constraint on declination of the launch 
asymptote DLA 
Constraint on hyperbolic excess 
velocity V, 
Constraint on deboost AV 
Periapsis to landing point angle 
Landing-point latitude 
Specified landing-point longitude 
(required only in time-correction 
mode) 
Sun lighting angle 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 
Program Program Mathematical Units 






























days Stay time in orbit 
km 
km 
km Radius of Mars 
km 
0 rbit inclination at Mars 
Height of apoapsis above Mars surface 
Height of periapsis above Mars surface 
Minimum periapsis radius of approach 
hyperbola 
deg True anomaly of deorbit (required only in 
time-correction mode) 
deg Flight-path angle at entry 
km Radius at entry (FPA and RENTRY are 
required only in time-correction mode 
and when no estimated time from 
deorbit to landing has been specified) 
none Oblateness coefficient for Mars 
km3/sec2 Gravitational constant for Mars 
none INC is 1 for posigrade hyperbola and 2 
for  retrograde hyperbola 
none Output control integer 
KEYl is 0 for minimum-output mode, 
1 for extended-output mode, and 
2 for parametric-analysis output mode 
none Landing-point control integer 
KEY3 is 1 for descending node, 
p.m. lighting; 2 for ascending node, 
p.m. lighting; 3 for descending node, 
a.m. lighting; 4 for  ascending node, 
a.m. lighting 
none Time-correction mode control integer 
KEY4 is 1 for time correction, and 
0 for standard run 
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APPENDIX B - Concluded 
Program Program Mathematical Units 




none Broken-plane input control integer 
KEY5 is 1 for broken-plane input (BPDATA 
namelist must be added) and 0 for standard 
input 
none Parametric-analysis control integer 
ISEARCH is 1 for parametric analysis (PARAM 
namelist must be added) and 0 for standard run 
days Estimated time from deorbit to  landing 
TDEST is 0 yields computed time from deorbit 
to  landing 
The following quantities are input by the PARAM namelist when required. 
Program symbol Units Definition 
PE R1 
PER2 
deg Initial value of f i  
deg Final value of fz 
KPER deg Incremental value of fz 
ELPl,ELP2,KELP deg Initial, final, and incremental values of Az 
GEEl,GEE2,KGEE deg Initial, final, and incremental values of G 
XI1 J I 2  ,KxI deg Initial, final, and incremental values of i 
DAY 1 ,DAY 2 ,KDAY days Initial, final, and incremental values of stay time 
in orbit 
The following quantities a re  input by the BPDATA namelist when required. All a r e  
associated with a particular broken-plane trajectory. 
Program symbol Units Definition 
c 3  km2/sec2 c 3  
DLA 
v, 
Declination of the approach asymptote 
RAP deg Right ascension of the approach asymptote 
XM 
E 
yr, mo, day, hr ,  min, s ec  
yr ,  mo, day, hr, min, sec 
Arrival date for broken-plane trajectory 
Launch date for broken-plane trajectory 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Three output options are available in  the program. The first output option is a 
minimum print mode. Several important parameters associated with a particular launch- 
arr ival  date pair  are printed on a single line. This mode facilitates scanning a wide 
range of launch-arrival date combinations to select suitable mission profiles. Only pro- 
files which satisfy the C3, DLA, V,, and AV deboost constraints are printed out. 
The program automatically scans a grid of launch and arr ival  dates as determined by the 
first six quantities in the INPT namelist. The following quantities a r e  output in the mini- 
mum print mode. 
output units 
LAUNCH DATE Yr, mo, day 
ARRIVAL DATE YrY mo, day 
c 3  km2/sec2 
DLA deg 
DELTAV km/sec 
F DBST ELLIPSE deg 
F DBST HYPERB deg 








TAEIN ,TAEOUT deg 
30 
Definition 
Launch date at Earth 
Arrival date at M a r s  
Vis-viva injection energy for  Earth-Mars trajectory 
Declination of launch asymptote 
Deboost velocity change requirement 
True anomaly of deboost on the elliptical orbit 
at M a r s  
True anomaly of deboost on the approach hyperbola 
Time of deboost from the periapsis of the ellipse 
The first orbit on which occultations of the Sun take 
place; SO = 0 indicates no occultations of the 
Sun during the specified stay time in orbit 
The first orbit of Earth occultations; EO = 0 
indicates no occultations during the specified stay 
time in orbit 
Time from elliptical periapsis of entrance to  Sun 
occult at ion 
Duration of Sun occultation 
True anomaly of entrance to  Sun occultation 
True anomaly of exit from Sun occultation 
Parameters  associatea with Earth occultations 
I 
APPENDIX C - Continued 
The second output option is an extended printout mode. This option performs the 
same tasks as the minimum print mode, but with many additional parameters computed. 
The program must be in this mode in order to select the time-correction option. This 
operational mode is useful for examining a candidate mission profile in detail. The fol- 









c 3  
TRIP TIME 
AREO .DEC .S-VE CTOR 
AREO .R .A .S - V E  CTOR 
HYPER.EXCESS VEL. 
GEO.DEC .S-VECTOR 
GE 0. R . A .S - VE CTOR 
Definition 
Calendar (mo, day, yr ,  hr ,  min, sec) and Julian 
(days) launch date from Earth 
Calendar and Julian arrival date at Mars 
Calendar and Julian deboost date; output only in 
time-correction option 
Calendar and Julian deorbit date; output only in 
time -correction option 
Calendar and Julian landing date; output only in 
time -correction opt ion 
Geocentric declination of the launch asymptote 
Geocentric right ascension of the launch asymptote 
Vis-viva injection energy 
Trip time 
Areocentric declination of g* 
Areocentric right ascension of s' 
Hyperbolic excess velocity 
Geocentric declination of s' 
Geocentric right ascension of s' 
COMMUNICATION DIST . km Line-of-sight distance from M a r s  center to  Earth 
center at arrival date 
ZAP deg Angle between s' and Mars-to-Sun vector 
ETS deg 
ZAE 
Angle measured clockwise from ?-axis to  negative 
of projection of Mars-to-Sun vector on the iiT' 
plane (measured in areocentric, equatorial, 
arrival date coordinates) 









LAUNCH TRUE ANOM. 
ARRIVAL TRUE ANOM. 
HELIO. ANGLE TRAVEL 
B-VE CTOR MAGNITUDE 
B DOT T 
B DOT R 
km 
km 








Same as ETS with Mars-to-Earth vector 
Same as ZAP with Mars-to-Canopus vector 
Same as ETS with Mars-to-Canopus vector 
Periapsis of heliocentric transfer trajectory 
Apoapsis of heliocentric transfer trajectory 
Inclination to  the ecliptic of heliocentric 
transfer trajectory 
deg True anomaly of launch point on transfer 
trajectory 
deg True anomaly of arrival point on transfer 
trajectory 
deg 
km Magnitude of E ("miss distance" from cen- 
ter of planet perpendicular to the approach 
asymptote) 
Component of B" along the ?-axis; areo- 
Component of B' along the a-axis; areo- 
Heliocentric angle between launch and 
arr ival  points 
centric ecliptic of date coordinate system 
centric ecliptic of date coordinate system 
The following parameters a re  output for both the approach hyperbola and the ellip- 





CAP .OME GA deg 
OMEGA deg 
DBST TRUE ANOM. deg 
DBST TIME sec  
Definition 
Semimajor axis of conic 
Eccentricity of conic 
Inclination to Martian equator of conic 
Right ascension of the ascending node of conic 
Argument of periapsis of conic 
True anomaly of deboost point on conic 
Deboost time from periapsis on conic 
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APPENDIX C - Continued 
Units Definition 
km Periapsis radius of conic 
deg 
deg 
Areocentric declination of periapsis of conic 






V AT DBST 
VX,VY,VZ AT DBST km/sec Areocentric components of velocity on conic 
km/sec Magnitude of velocity on conic at deboost 
at deboost 
In addition to these parameters,  the following quantities a re  output for the ellipse. 
output Units Definition 
DORB. T.A. deg True anomaly of deorbit point on ellipse; 
output only in time-correction mode 
VDORB km/sec Velocity change required for deorbit; output 
only in time-correction mode 
PERIOD days Period of the ellipse 
The following parameters a r e  output under the headings of "DEBOOST MANEUVER,'' 
"OCCULTATION," and "LANDING POINT .'I 
output Units Definition 
DELTA V km/sec Magnitude of velocity increment required for  
deboost 
EXCESS DELTA V km/sec AVmax - AVdeboost 
RADIUS km Radius on conics at deboost point 
PER deg True anomaly of landing point beneath the 
ellipse - (positive if landing before 
periapsis, negative if landing after 
periapsis) 




1ST ORBIT, SUN none 
Angle between the planes of the approach 
hyperbola and the elliptical orbit 
The first orbit on which occultations of the 
Sun occur 
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TRUE ANOM., SUN IN 
TRUE ANOM., SUN OUT 
1ST ORBIT, EARTH 
TIME, EARTH 
DURATION, EARTH 
TRUE ANOM., EARTH IN 
TRUE ANOM., EARTH OUT 
Units Definition 
min Time of entrance to  Sun occultation from 
periapsis 




True anomaly of entrance to  Sun occultation 
True anomaly of exit f rom Sun occultation 
The first orbit on which occultations of the 
Earth occur 




deg LQNGITUDE Areocentric right ascension of the landing 
point (in time-correction mode, the speci- 
fied longitude is substituted) 
LATITUDE deg Specified latitude of the landing point 
SUN LIGHTING ANGLE deg Specified lighting angle at the landing point 
DAYS days Stay time in orbit prior to  deorbit 
The third output option is a parametric-analysis printout mode. This mode lists 
the launch and arrival date for a particular trajectory. Then, on a single line, PER, 
ELP, GEE, XI, DAYS, and DELTA V a r e  listed. Each landing-point parameter can be 






The following is a FORTRAN listing of the mission-analysis program and asso- 
ciated subroutines: 
PROGRAM M I S H A P  ( I N P U T ~ O U T P U T I T A P E ~ = I N P U T ~ T A P E ~ = O U T P U T )  
D I M E N S I O N  E ( 6 ) , X M ( b ) r  E l I 6 1 * X M 1 ( 6 1  
N A M E L I S T / I N P T / E , X H * I L D , I 4 D , I J D , J J D , C 3 M A X , D L A M A X , V H P M 4 X ? D ~ L V M A X 9  
~ P E R I E L P ~ S P E C L O N ~ G E E ~ X I , D A Y S ~ ~ A ~ H P ~ R S I R P M I N ~ T A ~ E O R B ~ F P ~ ~ R € N T R Y ~ X J ~ ~  
~ U ~ I N C I K E Y ~ ~ K E Y ~ ~ K E Y ~ ~ K E Y S ~ I S E A R C ~ P T D E S T  
4 /PARAM/PE R 1, PER2 9 KPER r ELP 1, E L  P 2  r KELP 9 GEE1 9 GE E 2  9 KGEf  9 X I  1 r X 
5 1 2 r K X I  ~ D A Y ~ ~ D A Y Z I K O A Y  
2 /  RPDAT A/ C3  9 D L 4  9 VHP r DPA r RAP r XM 9 E 
D I M E N S I O N  D R S T ( 6 J  r D E O R ( 6 1 r X L A N D 4 6 )  
W R I T E ( 6 r I N P T )  
IF( ISEARCH.NE.1)GO TO 11 
READ( 5 ,PARAW) 
WRI TE ( 6 rPARAM 1 




C I N P U T  FOR M A I N  
C 
C E ( 1 - 6 1 z F I R S T  CALENCAR CATE OF LAUNCH PER13D. 
C E ( l ) = C A L E h C A R  Y E A R ( 2  D I G I T S ) ,  E ( Z J = C A L .  MONTH9 € ( 3 ) = C A L  DAY, E(41=HOURS 
C E ( 5 J = M I N U T E S t  E(6J=SECONDSo 
C X M ( 1 - 6 ) = F I R S T  CALENCAR DATE OF A R R I V A L  PERIOD. 
C X M ( l r 2 9 3 9 4 r 5 ~ 6 ) - S A M E  45  FOR LAUNC4o 
C ILD=LAUNCH PERIOD S I Z E ,  I A W A R R I V A L  PERIOD S I Z E .  
C IJD=LAUNCH DATE I N C R t Y E N T v  J J D z A R R I V A L  DATE INCREMENT, 
C PERzIMPACT ANGLE, E L P = D E C L I N 4 T I O ’ J  O f  IMPACT9 S P E C L O N = S P E C I F I F D  
C LONGITUDE OF IMPACT9 GEt=SUN L I G Y T I N G  ANGLE* X I = I N C L I N A T L O N  OF 
C E L L I P T I C A L  O R B I T 9  H4=HEIGHT OF APOAPSISI  HP=HEIGHT OF P E R I A P S I S r  
C DAYS=STAY T I M E  P R I C R  TO DEORBIT. 
C RS=RADIUS OF M A R S ,  RPMIN=MINIMUM RADIUS OF P E R I A P S I S  OF HYPERBOLA9 
C TADEORB=TRUE ANOMALY OF DEORBITI  F P A = F L I G H T  PATH ANGLE A T  ENTSYI 
C RENTRY=RADIUS AT EN TRY I 
C XJZ=OBLATENESS C O E F F I C I E N T *  U=MU FOR MARS 
C K E Y l = G  FOR M I N I M A L  OUTPUTr =1 FOR EXTENDED OUTPUT9 =2  FOR PARAMETRIC 
C A N A L Y S I S  OUTPUT. 
C KEY3= 1,DESCENDING NODE(PM) - 2 r A S C E N D I N G  NODE(PM1 - 
C 3 r D E S C E N D I N G  NODEtAMI  - 4 r A S C E N D I N S  N O D t ( A M 1  - 
C K E Y 4 = 1  FOR T I M E  CORRECTION L 3 9 P p  =O FOR NO CORKECTIOY, 
C K E Y 5 = 1  FOR BROKEN PLANE I N P U T *  =O FUR STANDARD INPUT. 
C I S E A R C H Z l  FOR PARAMETZR RUN OM P 4 R T I C J L b R  LAUNCH-ARRIVAL DATE P A I R t O = N O  
C P E R l r E L P l ~ G E E l ~ X I l ~ D A Y l  3 F I R S T  VALUES TO BE I V P U T  WHEN SEARCYING 
C ON A PARTICULAR LAUNCt l -ARRIVAL DATE PAIR.  
C P E A 2 r f i L P 2 p G E E 2 r X I 2 r D A Y 2  = L 4 S T  VALUES. 
C KPERPKELPIKGEEIKXIIYDAY = INCREMENTAL V A L U E S t I N T E G E R  3 N L Y )  
C TDESTzESTIMATED T I M E  FROM DEORBIT  TO L A N D I N G *  =O Y I E L D S  COMPUTED TIME. 
C 
C A L L  LENGTHS IN K I L O M E T E R S *  ALL  ANGLES I N  DEGREES. 
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C 
W R I T E  16r 6 5 0  ) 
I F ( K E Y l . N E * O J G O  TO 2 
WRITE ( 6 r 875 J 
WRITf(6r876) 
I F I K E Y S * N E . l ) G O  T 3  21  
24 READ ( 5 r BPDATA 1 
2 CONTINUE 
2 1  CONTINUE 
C 
C A L L  CALJUL(EWJOvEFJD,WNDrFDvE) 
C A L L  C A L J U L (  AWJDr AF JD,WNDrFD,XM 1 
00 700 I = l r I L D , I J D  
WRITE(6 9500 1 
00 700 J = l r I A D s J J D  
DATfE=FLOAT(I-l)+EWJD+EFJD 
DATCM=FLOAT(J- I )+AWJD+AFJD 
E W D I = I F I X t G A T E i )  
A W D I = I F I X ( D A T E H I  
C 
EFC I=DATEE-EWD I +. DOG0001  
AFDI=DATEM-AWDI + *03GOO01 
C A L L  J U L C A L ( E l r E W D I r E F D I r O 1  
C A L L  J U L C A L ( X M 1 , A W D I r A F D I I O )  
IF (KEYSmEQ.1 )GO TO 22 
If (KEYl .NE*O)GO TO 4 
C A L L  
C 
PLUG ( OAT E € *  DAT Z M r C 3 r  DLA r VHP 9 DP AI RAP r KK 1 
P L l J G l l  O A T E E I D A T E Y ~ C ~ ~ D L ~ ~  VdP r D P 4  r RAP, T T  rRI\L,DCOM, PROBPERr PRO6 
GO ro 5 
4 C A L L  




I F ( K K * E Q * O ) G O  TO 730 
I f ( C 3 * G T * C 3 M A X ) G O  TO 700 
IF IDLA*GT.DLAMAX)GO TO 700 
IF(VHP.GT*VHPMAX)GO TO 730 





IF I ISEARCH.kE*O)GO TO 12 
J P E R = l  
J E L P = l  
J G E E = l *  
J X I  = l e  
JDAY=1 
1 2  CONTINUE 
I F ( I S E A R C H * N E e l ) G O  TO 13 
JPER=ABS ( PEG 1-PER2 1 +1 
J E L P = A B S ( E L P l - € L P 2 ) + 1  
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J G E E = A B S ( G f E l - G E E 2 ) + 1  
4 x 1  =ABS( Xil- X I Z ) + l  
JDAY-ABS(DAVl -OAY2)  +1 
13 CONTINUE 
IF (KEY l .NE.2 )GO TO 15 
W R I T E L 6 r 9 0 0 ~ E l ~ 2 ~ r E l ~ 3 ~ t E l ~ l ~ ~ E l ~ 4 ~ ~ E l ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ l ~ 6 ~ ~ X M l ~ 2 ~ ~ X M l ~ 3 ~ ~ X M l ~  
l l ) ~ X M 1 ( 4 ) r X M 1 ( 5 ) r X M l ~ 6 ~ t D A T f M  
1 5  CCNTINUE 
DO 700 I l = l r J P E R v K P E R  
DO 700 I Z = l , J E L P e K E L P  
DO 700 I ~ = ~ ~ J G E E I K G E E  
DO 700 I 4 = l r J X I  , K X I  
DO 700 1 5 ~ 1 ,  JDAY 9 KDAY 
IFI ISEARCH.NE.1IGO TO 14 
P E R = P E R l + I  1-1. 
E L  F=E L P 1 +I 2-1 
GEE=GEE 1 + I  3-1 
X I  = X I l + I 4 - 1 .  
DAY S=DAY 1 + I5- 1 
C 
14 CCNTINUE 
KEY 2= 1 
C 
C A L L  COMPEL( P E R r E L P  ~ G E E I X I  ~ C A P W ~ X I T W , D A T E M , M A I ~ ~ P ~ A E  p EE DAYSIRS ,KEY 
1 2 r K E Y  3 r E L O N P )  
EPRAD=HP + R S  
IF(KEY2.EQ.O)GO T 9  700 
C A L L  F U D G E ( X J 2 r X I r A E i f E ~ D E L C O M I D E L S O M I P O I X I T U , C A P ~ , O E ~ W E ~ U ~ D A Y S ~ R S  
C 
1 )  
I f (KEY1.NE.O)GO r 0  6 
M= 10 
C A L L  D E B O U S T ~ A E ~ E E ~ X f r W E ~ ~ € ~ F ~ ~ U ~ D P A I R A P 1 V H P I R P M I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ A Z ~ E ~ ~ Z I ~  W 
~Z IUZIFH 9 BT 9 RR r D E L T V  (TPERE v M I  
GO TO 7 
6 M = l  
C A L L  O B S T l ( A E , E E * X I  VWEIOEIFEIUIDPA *RAP r V H P  ~ R P M I N * I N C ~ A Z ~ ~ H ~ Z I I W  
L Z r O Z , f H r B ~ r B R ~ O f L r V , T P ~ R ~ , T P E R H , ~ , H P R A D , D ~ R A D , V X H r V Y ~ , V Z H , V X ~ , V Y ~ ~  
~ V Z E I V X D ~ V Y D I V Z D , D E C H P I R A ~ P I O E C E P I R A E P I V D B ~ ~ , V D B ~ , P L A N E ~ ~ )  
7 CONTINUE 
C 
C ******TRANSFOKMATIOV O f  B T I B R  FROM EQUATORIAL TO E C L I P T I C .  
r 
L 
D R * o 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 2 5 1 9 9 4 3  
X S = C O S ( D P A * D R ) * C O S ( R A P + D R )  
Y S = C O S ( D P A * D R ) * S I N I R A P * D R )  
ZS=SI N ( DPA*DR 1 
C A L L  RECEQ(OATEMr3. t O . r l .  vXEQIYEQ, ZEO) 
C A L L  REOMEB(DATEMrXEQ,YEQrZEQrXMEQ,YMfBrZMEQ,YMEQ,ZM~O,D~,R~) 
C A L L  C R O S S ( X S , Y S e Z S p X M E Q r Y M E Q I Z M E O I T X I T Y I r Z I P R O D T )  
C A L L  C R O S S ( X S I Y S ~ Z S I T X ~ T Y I T L I R X I R V I R Z I P R O D R )  
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C A L L  
C A L L  CROSS(XSrYSrZSrTEXrTEYrTEZ,REXrREYrREZrPRODERI 
C A L L  D O T t T X ~ T Y ~ T Z ~ T E X r T E Y r T E Z r A N G L )  
C A L L  D O T (  TX r T Y  r T Z r  REX rREY r R E Z r A N G 2  1 
C A L L  D U T ( R X  r R Y  , R Z r  T E X r  TEY r T E Z r A N G 3  1 
C A L L  DOT ( R X  r R Y  r RZ r REX r REY r REZr A NG4) 




BR=BDT*COS (ANG3*DR 1 +BDR*COS ( h Y G 4 W R  1 




V t  XCESS=DELVMPX-DE L T V  
IF(DELTV.GT.DELVYAX)GO TO 703 
C A L L  S E ~ S E ( D A T E M r P D r A f r E E ~ X I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r U r R S r ~ X ~ E Y r E Z r I S r I ~ ~ T S U N 1 N r D U R S  
~ U N ~ T A S T N I T A S O U T ~ T E A R I N ~ D U R E A R ~ T A E I N ~ ~ ~ E O U T ~ D E L S O M ~ D E L C ~ M ~ D A Y S ~  
C 
I F ~ ( K € Y l . N E ~ l ~ . O R ~ ( K E Y 4 . N f . l ) ) G O  TO 17  
C A L L  E V ~ N T S I E L 3 ~ P r S P E C L O N r A ~ r ~ E * F ~ r ~ A Y S r P D r D A T ~ M r P ~ R , F P A , R ~ ~ T R Y r R S  
l r T D E S T r U r T A D E O R 3 r T I ~ L A ~ D r T ~ ~ D ~ O R r T I M D B S ~ r V D € O R ~ ~ K K ~  
17 
2 0  
C 
IF(KK.EQ.O)GO T O  703  
D B h = I F I X I T I M D B S T )  
D O W = I F I X ( T I M D E O R )  
X L W = I F I X ( T I C L A N D )  
DBF=T IMDBST-DB W 
DOF=TIMDEOR-DOW 
XL f =T I NLAND- XLW 
C A L L  
C A L L  
C A L L  J U L C A L ( X L A N D r X L W r X L F r 0 )  
JULCAL ( D B S T r  CBWr DBFrO 1 
J U L C A L (  DEOR r DO W r  D O f  rO 1 
GO TO 20 
CON T I NU€ 
SPECLON=tLONP 
TA CEOP R=O 
VDEORB=O 
CONTINUE 
IF IKEY l .EQ.2 )GO T O  16 
IF (KEY1.EQ.l )GO TO 8 
WRITE (69800 ) E l (  1) r k l ( 2 )  rEl(3) r X Y l I 1  I r X Y l ( 2  I r X M l I 3 )  r C 3 , D L A r D E L T V r F E  
1 r F H r T P E R E r I S r I ~ r T S U ~ I ~ ~ D U R S U N r T A S I N r T A S O U T ~ T E A R I N ~ D U R ~ A R r T A ~ I N r T A E  
2flUT 
GO TO 9 
8 CONTINUE 
IF (KEY4.NE. l )GO T 3  18 
W R I T E I 6 r 8 9 9 ) E 1 (  2 )  r E  l (  3 )  *El( 1) r L l ( 4 )  , E l  ( 5 )  , E l  ( 6 )  p X M 1 1 2 )  r X M l I 3 )  r X M l I  
l l ) r X M 1 ( 4 )  r X M l ( S ) r X Y 1 ( 6 ) r O R S T I 2 1  rDRST(3)rDRST(lIrDBST(b) , D R S T ( 5 )  r D R  
2 S T ( 6 )  r D E O R ( 2 )  rDEDKI 3) r D E O K ( 1 )  rDEOR(4) r D f O R (  5 )  r D E O R ( 6 )  , X L A N D ( Z ) r X L A  
3ND(  3 1 r XLAhlD( 1) 9 XLAND( 4 1 ,  XLAND( 5 9 XLAND ( 6 )  r OATkZ POATEMI T I  MDBST 9 T I M 0  
4 f O R  * T I  MLAND 
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GO TO 19 
18 CONTINUF 
~ R I T E I 6 r 9 0 0 ~ E 1 I 2 ~ r E l ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ l ~ l ) r E l I 4 I ~ ~ l I 5 ~ r € l ~ 6 ~  r X M l ( 2 I , X M l I 3 ) r X M l (  
1 l ~ ~ X M 1 ~ 4 , ~ ~ X M l I 5 ~ r X M l I 6 ~ r ~ A T ~ E ~ D A T E M  
19 CONTINUE 
U R I T E ~ 6 r 9 O 1 ~ D L A ~ R A L ~ C 3 ~ T T ~ D P A ~ R A P ~ V ~ f ~ G D A ~ ~ R A ~ D C O ~ ~ Z A P ~ E T S ~ Z A ~ ~ ~ T ~  
W R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) A Z ~ E H I Z I ~ O Z ~ ~ Z ~ F H ~ T P E R H ~ H P R ~ D ~ ~ E C H P , R A ~ P ~ V D B H ~ V X H ~ V Y H ~  
W R I T E ( 6 ~ 9 0 3 ~ A E ~ E E ~ K I ~ ~ E ~ U E ~ F ~ ~ T P E R ~ ~ T A D ~ D R % ~ V D ~ ~ R 0 ~ ~ P ~ A D ~ D E C E P ~ R A ~  
1 r Z A C r E T C r P R O B P E R r P R O ~ A ~ ~ P R O B I ~ C ~ T A L r T A A ~ H E L A N G r ~ r B T ~ B R  
l V Z H  
l P r  PDr VDBE rVXE 9VYE r V Z E  
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 0 4 ) D E L T V ~ V E X C E S S I G R R A D l P E R I V X O I V Y D ~ V Z ~ * P L A ~ E  
~ R P T E I 6 ~ 9 0 5 ~ I S ~ T S U ~ I N ~ O U R S U N ~ ~ A S I N ~ T A S O U T r I E ~ T E A R I ~ ~ D J ~ E A R ~ T A E i N ~ T  
H R I T E I 6 r 9 0 6 ) S P E C L O N  rELPvGEErOAYS 
lAEOUT 





W R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) P E R I E L P ~ G E E ~ X I * D A Y S ~ D E L T V  
C 
I F ( K E Y 5 . E Q . l ) G O  T O  24 
GO TO 1 
C 
500 FORMAT ( * O +  ) 
650 FORMAT (*l*) 
801) FORMAT 
1 2 F 8 . 2 )  
1 X 96F3.0 r 2 F 6  02 1x9 F5.39 2F6.19 1 K  v F 9 r  2 21 39 2F9.2 p 2 F 8 . 2  t 2F9.2 
875 FORMATI*  LAUNCH ARRIVAL  C 3  DLA DELTAV F DBSr F OBST OBST T 
1 I M  SO EO T S U N I N  OURSUN T A S I N  TASOUT T E A R I N  DURFAR T A E I  
1 N  TAEOUT*) 
876 FORMAT(* DATE DATE E L I P S E  dYPERB FROM P 
1 ER+/ 1 
899 FORMAT I20 X p +LAUNCH CIA E* v 12X * A R R I  VAL DATE* 9 1 2  K 8 *DEBDOST T I M E *  9 1 2  X 
l p * D E O R R I T  T I M E + ~ ~ Z X I * L A N D I N G  T I Y E * r / r *  C A L E N D A ~ * V ~ X * ~ F ~ . O I ~ X ~ ~ F ~ ~ O  
2 r 6 X r 6 F 3 . 0 * 6 X , 6 F 3 . 0 r 6 X r 6 F 3 e 0 p / r *  J U L I A N ~ ~ 5 K r F 1 8 . 2 ~ 6 X , F l 6 ~ Z r 6 X r F l 8 ~ 2  
3 r 6 X 1 F 1 8 . 2 r 6 X , F 1 8 . 2 r / )  
9bO F O R M A T I Z l X l * L A U N C H  DATE*,13X,+ARRIVAL D A T t * r / , *  C A L f U D A R * r 7 X v 6 F 3 . 0  
l r 7 X r 6 F 3 m O * / r +  J U L I A Y ~ ~ ~ X I F L ~ . Z * ~ X I F ~ ~ ~ ~ , / )  
901 FORMAT(*  INTERPLANETARY F L I G i i T  PARAMETERS**/ /  5X,+DLA =*rC16.8r 5 X  
19*RAL = * r E 1 6 . 8 r  5 X r + C 3  =*pE16.8, 5 X * * T R I P  T I M E  =*rE16.8, /  5 X r * A R E O  
2. CEC. S-VECTOR = * r E 1 6 . 8 9  5Xr+AREO. R. A, S-VfCTOR = * r E 1 6 * 8 r  5 X r * H Y  
3PER. EXCESS VEL. =+ r E 1 6 . 8 9 /  5 X r * G E O .  DkC. 5-VECTOR = * , E 1 6 * 8 v  7 X r * C ,  
4 E O .  R.A. S-VECTOR = * r E 1 6 . 8 9  5X9*COMUNICATION DIST .  = * * E 1 6 * 8 r /  5 X , *  
5ZAP =*rE16.89 5 X e * E T S  =*,E16.59 5 X v * Z A E  = + , € 1 6 . 8 ~  5 X , * t T E  =*,E16.8 
6 , / 5 X * * Z A C  =*,€16mSr 5 X r * E T C  =*rEJ,6.8r/5Xr+PRORE P E R I q E L I O N  =+rE16 .  
78 r lOX, *PROBE APHELION = * r f 1 6 m % q  7Xr+PROBE I N C L I N P T I D V  5 * p E 1 6 . B r / 5 X  
8r*LAUr\lCH TRUE ANOM. = * * E 1 6 0  8 9  5 X p * A R R I V A L  TRUE ANOM. = * r E 1 6 . 8 r  5 x 9  
9*HELIO.  ANGLE T R P V E L  =* rE16 .8 t /5X ,+B-VECT39  MAGNITUDE s * p E 1 6 . 8 r 1 5 X  
39 
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I 
$,*e DOT T = * , E 1 6 * 8 t 1 7 X , * R  DOT R = * , E 1 6 * 8 r / )  
902  FORMAT(*  E L E M i N T S  AhD DEBOOST PARAMETERS - HYPERBOLA*, / /  5X,*A =*, 
1E16.8, 5X9*E = * r 2 1 6 * 8 ,  5 X , * I  = * ~ 5 1 6 * 8 ,  SXr*CAP*OMEGA = * , E 1 6 * 8 ,  5x9 
.?*OMEGA = * * E l 6 * 8 , /  5X1*DBST TRUE ANOH. = * r E 1 6 * 8 ,  7 X r * D 3 S T  T I M t  =**E  
3 1 6 . 8 r / 5 X e * P E R .  R A D I U S  = * r E 1 6 * 8 r  5X,*PER* DEC. = * t E 1 6 * 8 r  6X,*PER* R 
4.A- = * r f 1 6 * 8 , / 5 X , * V  AT OBST = * r E 1 6 * 8 r  6 X * * V X  A T  DBST =* ,€16.8r  5 x 1  
5*VY AT D R S T  = * q f l 6 * 8 ,  5X,*VZ A T  DBST = * , E 1 6 * 8 r / )  
1E16.8,  5X,*€ =+rE16*8, 5 X , * I  = * t E 1 6 * 8 ,  5X,*CAP*OHEGA = * p E 1 6 * 8 t  5 x 9  
E*OMEGA = * r E 1 6 . 8 r /  5X9*DBST TRUE ANOH. =* rE16.8 ,  7Xv*DBST T I M E  =**E 
316.8, ~ X I * D O R B * T * A I  = * r f l 6 * 8 r 5 X 1 * V D O R B  = * r E 1 6 ~ 8 * / 5 X ~  
$ * P E R *  R 4 D I U S  = : * r E 1 6 * 9 ,  5X,*PEK. DEC. = * , E 1 6 * 8 ~  6 X * * P E R *  R 
4.A. = * * E 1 6 * 8 ,  P X 9 + P E P I O D  = * r E 1 6 * 8 ~ / 5 X , * V  AT DRST = * p E 1 6 * 8 r  6 X , * V X  
% A T  DBST =*,E16.8, 5 x 9  
5*VY AT DBST = * p F 1 6 . 8 r  5X,*VZ AT DRST =*,E16.8,/) 
933 FORMATI*  ELEMENTS AND DEEOOST P4RAMETERS - E L L I P S E * , / /  5Xv*A =*, 
904 FORMAT(*  DiROOST MANEUVER PAR4METERS*,//  5X,*DELTA V = * v E 1 6 * 8 r  5 x 1  
l * k X C E S S  DELTA V = * , f 1 6 * 8 *  5 X r * R A D I U S  = * , k 1 6 * 8 , 5 X , * P E R  = * p E 1 6 * 8 , /  5 
2 X r + V X  = * t f 1 6 * 8 r 1 3 X , * V Y  = * , E 1 5 . 8 ~ 1 7 X ~ * V Z  = + v E 1 6 * 8 ,  9X1*PLANE CIANGE 
3 = * r E 1 6 . 8 , / )  
905 FORMAT(* OCCULTATION PARAMETEPS*r / /  5 X , * l S T  O R B I T ,  S U V = * , I 3 r 8 X r * T I  
l Y E ,  SUN = * , f 1 6 * 8 ,  7X,*DURATIONp SUN = * r E 1 6 * 8 v /  SXp*TRUE ANOM., SUN 
2 IN = * r E 1 6 . 8 ,  ?X,*TRUE AN0M.r SUU OUT = * r E 1 6 . 8 , /  S X , * l S T  ORBIT ,  EA 
3RTH = * , I 3  t 5 X , * T I M E ,  EARTH = * r E 1 6 * 8 t  5X,*OURATION, EARTH - * , E l 6  
4 * 8 r /  SXr*TRU& ANOY.9 EARTH I N  = * r F 1 6 * 8 r  5Xp*TRUE ANOM., EARTH OUT 
5 = * k 1 6 * 8 r / )  
906 F O R V A T ( *  L A N D I N G  P O I N T  P ~ R A M E T E R S * , / / ~ X I * L ~ N G I T U D ~  = * , E 1 6 * 8 r  5X,*L 
1 A T I T U D E  = * r E l 6 * 8 r  5X,*SUN L I G H T I M G  ANGLE* ,E16*8 ,  5X,*DAYS =*1F3*0r 
2/*1* )  
1 =* ,€12. 4 3X,*DAY S =* rE12.4, 3 X  *DELTA V = * e  E 12.41  
910 FORMAT ( /  p 1 X**PER =* r E l 2 . 4  9 3 X  r + E L P  =*, €12.49 3X,*GEE =*, k 1 2 * 4 ~ 3 X q * X I  
END 
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S U R P O U r I N t  P L U G ( D A T E E I G A T E M ~ C ~ ~ D L A I V H P , D P A , R A P , K K I  
U S U N = 1  327 1 41 1 E *11 
C A L L  t t A R T h ( D A r E t , X E * Y E , Z ~ * D ~ ~ * D Y E I D Z E )  
C A L L  t M A R S ( C A T E M * X M * Y Y v Z M I D X M , D Y M I D Z M J  
T T = D A  T t He C A T E E  
C A L L  L A Y B R T ( X ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Z E ~ X C , Y M ~ Z M ~ T T * ~ ~ D * ~ ~ O O ~ ~ A ~ E ~ X I ~ W ~ O ~ T A ~ ~ T A ~ ~ U S U N  
I F ( K K . L Q e O I R E T U R N  
C A L L  C C N C A R ( A ~ f r X I ~ W ~ O ~ T A l ~ X l ~ Y l ~ Z l ~ D X l ~ D Y l ~ D Z l ~ U S U N 1  
1 r K K )  
O X  1 e=D X 1 - D X E  
G Y  1 E = C Y  1 - D Y  t 
D L l E = C Z l - D Z E  
C 3 = G X l E + * Z + D Y  1 2 * * 2 + C Z  1E**2 
C A L L  R e C E Q ( C A T t e r D X L ~ r D Y l ~ , ~ Z l t * X ~ O , Y r B t Z t Q )  
C A L L  L A r L " J G (  X E G r Y E O  r Z E Q * D L A , R A L  1 
C A L L  C C N C A ~ L A I E I X I ~ W I O * T A ~ * X Z * Y ~ * Z ~ * ~ X ~ ~ O Y ~ ~ ~ Z ~ * U S U N )  
D X i M =  D X Z - D X  M 
0 Y 2 M= C Y  2-D Y rV 
c z 2P- G z 2-0 2 tJ 
V H P = S O R T  ( D X 2 M * * 2 + D Y  2 M * * 2 + D Z Z M * * 2  1 
C A L L  R ~ C % O ( C A T E ~ , C X ~ M I D Y ~ M I D Z ~ M I X E Q , Y E Q ~ Z L Q )  
C A L L  R ~ Q M L Q ( U A T € M * X ~ Q t Y E O I Z t Q I X M t Q I Y M E Q I Z M E C I D P A * ~ A P J  
R E T U R N  
E l v D  
S U B R C U T I N E  F L U G l ( C A T E E ~ C A T C M ~ C 3 ~ D L A ~ V H P t D P A ~ R A P ~ T J ~ R A L , D C O M ~ P R O B P ~  
~ R I P R O B A P ~ P R O ~ I N C I T A L I T A A I H E L A N G , G D A , G R A ~ ~ A P ~ ~ ~ S ~ Z A ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ Z A C ~ ~ T C ~ K K  
21 
L S U N = 1  32 7 1 4  1 I . E + 1 1  
C A L L  f E A R T ~ ( C A T T L * X E * Y E , Z t * D X E * D Y ~ * C Z ~ )  
C A L L  
C A L L  L E A R J h  ( D P r E M  X E A  ( Y E A  r Z k 4  ~ D X E A I D Y ~ A I D L E A I  
X M t  = Xt ;  A- XM 
Y M t= Y Li A- Y M  
2 Me= 2 k A- ZM 
D C C M = S Q R T  ( X C E * X M L + Y  ME * Y M t +  Z M k * Z M 5  1 
T T = O A T t M - G A T i z t i  
C A L L  L A Y H K r ( X ~ , Y t r Z E , X M , Y M * Z M * T T * 2 4 * * 3 6 ~ ! ~ * , A * ~ ( X I * ~ * O t T A l * T A Z * U S U N  
I F  ( K K  .kCleO I Hk TURN 
e M A K S (  C A T E M  r X V  r Y  MI ZMIOXMIDY M *  D Z M )  
1 r k K )  
P R  ORP L R =A- A *  E 
P R O B A P = A + A * E  
T A L = T A l  
T A A = T A 2  
h E L A N G = T A A - T A L  
I NC= x I 
C A L L  C C N C A R ( A t E ~ X I t W ~ C l ~ T A l ~ X l ~ Y l ~ Z l ~ D X l ~ D Y l ~ D Z 1 ~ U S U N J  
41 
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C X 1 C= L X 1 - D X t 
D Y  l f = D Y  1-L)YE 
c: z 1  c=c  z1-  O Z E  
C 3 = C X l t * * Z + D Y  l E + * Z +  D Z  1€**2 
C A L L  R ~ C ~ Q ( C A T E E r O X l E r D Y 1 t r D Z l ~ ~ X ~ Q ~ Y ~ Q ~ Z E Q )  
C A L L  L A T L ~ G ( X t C r Y t C 1 Z E Q r D L A r ~ ~ L )  
C A L L  C C N C A K ( A , E r X I ~ h ~ O ~ T A Z r X 2 r Y Z ~ Z Z r D X Z r D Y 2 ~ D Z 2 , U S U N )  
U X Z M = O X Z - D X ~  
D Y Z M = G Y Z - D Y M  
D Z 2 K = C Z Z - C Z M  
C A L L  O C T ( - X K , - Y M I - Z ~ , D X ~ Y ~ G Y Z M I Z A P ~ )  
L A L L  D O T ~ X M ~ ~ Y ~ E t Z M P ~ D X Z M r D Y 2 M I Z A E f ~  
V H P = S Q R T  ( i ) X Z M * * 2 + D Y  2 M * * 2 + O Z Z M * * Z )  
C A L L  R ~ C , M ( C A T ~ M ~ D X ~ M I O Y ~ M ~ D ~ ~ M ~ X ~ Q ? Y ~ Q ~ Z ~ Q )  
C A L L  L A T L R I G (  X E C t Y t C  r Z E O r G O D r G K A )  
C A L L  n r Q M F Q ( D 4 T E M , X E Q , Y t Q r Z ~ Q r X ~ ~ ~ r Y ~ ~ ~ r Z M ~ ~ * D P ~ , ~ A P )  
5 x =  X Y r ; C / V k P  
S Y = Y M E C / V H P  
S Z = Z M  L (3 / V h P 
SI( T = S Q R T  ( S X * S X + S Y * S Y )  
T X = S Y  / S K T  
T Y  =-S X / S K T  
T Z = C .  
S X  l = D X Z M / V e F  
5 Y  l = D Y 2 r ' 4 / V t o P  
S Z I= c) Z 2 M / V h  P 
SRTl=SQRT(SXl*SXl+SYl*SYl) 
T X l = S Y l  / S K T 1  
T Y  1=- S X 1  / S P  T 1 
T Z l = O .  
C A L L  ~ r C E Q ( C A T t ~ , T X l r T Y l , T Z l r T X ~ ~ r ~ Y E O , T Z t Q )  
C A L L  ~ I G M L Q ( C A T L M , T X ~ Q , T Y ~ Q r T ~ ~ Q r T X M ~ Q r T Y M E Q r T Z M ~ ~ * D E C , ~ A )  
C A L L  D C T  ( J X v T Y  r T Z  9 5 XM tQ r T Y M E Q  r T  Z ME Q *  E R R O R  I 
C A L L  C R O S S ( S X v S Y * S Z ~ T X p T Y I T Z I R X , R Y * R Z r R M A G )  
C A L L  V i C T O F ( @ A T ~ M t X l r X 2 r Y 3 r X * X v X r S U N X * S U N Y r S U N Z r ~ X , ~ Y , ~ Z , C X , C Y * C ~ ,  
14) 
S L N S = S X + S b N X + S Y * S U K Y + S Z * S U N Z  
SUN T =  T X t  S U N X +  T Y  * S U h Y +  T Z * S U N  Z 
SUN A= R X* S U Y  X +R Y * S UN Y +R Z * S  i J N  Z 
E A S  = S X * L X  + S Y * k Y  + S Z * E Z  
L A T  = T X * : r X  + T Y * E Y  + T Z * t Z  
LOR = K X * L X  + R Y * r Y  +RZ*clT Z 
C A S  = S X * C X  + S Y * C Y  + S L * C Z  
C A T  = T X * C X  + T Y * C Y  + T Z * . C Z  
C A R  = k X * C X  + k Y * C Y  + R Z * C Z  
C A L L  L A T L N G  ( S U N T  S U h R v S U N S ,  S U r C  7 S R A )  
C A L L  L A  TL'JG ( E C T  rk D P  rE A S  r E O E C  , E R A )  
C A L L  L A T L N G ( C A T r C 6 R  r C A S r C J E C r C R A )  
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ET S=SR A+ 1 R O  
E T E = E K A + l S O w  
t T  C =C R A +  1 80. 
Z A P  = 9 0 , - S D t C  
Z A E 5 9 C  0-EDk-C 
Z A C = 9 G  . - C o r  C 
Z F ( A @ S ( Z A P P - L A P ) o G T o l o J W R I T ~ ~ 6 r l ~ O J Z A P l r Z A P  
l F ~ A @ S I Z A E l ~ L A E J ~ G T o l o ~ ~ R I T ~ ~ 6 ~ Z O O ~ Z A ~ l r Z A ~  
100 F O R M A T ( Z E 1 6 . 8 r *  E R R O R  1 N  Z A P * )  
200 F O R C A T ( Z Z 1 6 . 8 r *  C R P O R  I h  Z A E * J  
RETURN 
END 
S U B R O U T I N C :  C O M P E L ( P ~ R ~ E L P r G E E r X I , C A P W , X I T W r D A T ~ M r H A t ~ P ~ A ~ r E E r D A Y S r  
L R S I K E Y Z , K E Y ~ , E L C N P )  
C A L L  A h G L E S  I N P U T  I N  D E G R i i t S  A N D  O U T P U T  I N  U l r G K f E S .  
A N G L t  ( X ) = A I U I O D I  X 1 3 6 G  ) + 1 8 O . - S I G N (  183. r X  1 
X S X h ( X ) = S I N ( D K * X J  
X C C S ( X ) = C O S ( D R * X J  
I F ( A B S ( X 1 J o L T o A B S I ~ L P J ) G O  T O  50  
D R = o O l 7 4 5 3 2 9 2 5  1 9 9 4 3  
C JUL= C A T  C Y +  C AY S 
ICODE=4 
C A L L  V E C T U K ( D J U L I ~ L S ~ E L U N S ~ O E C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C C , R A C ~ S ~ ~ S Y ~ S Z ~ ~ X ~ ~ Y ~ E Z ~ C X ~  
1 C Y  ,CZ r ICODc) 
IF(ABS(SIGNtGE~riLPJ+ELS).LE.4BS[ELP))GU T O  5 0  
R D = 5 7  25 577951 3C e 2 3  2 1  
A K G = ( ~ C 3 S ( G t t ) - X S I N ( ~ L S ) * X S I N ( E L P ) ) / ( X C U S ( ~ L S ) ~ X C U S ( ~ L P ) J  
I F ( A B S ( A K G )  WGT.1. J G C  T O  50  
ARCl=ASIN(XSIN(tLP)/XSIh(XIJ)*RD 
A R C 2 = A S I N I ( X S I N l t L P ) / X C O S ( ~ L P ) ) * ( X O S X I ) / X S I N ( X I )  I ) * i D  
G O  TO ( l G r Z C r 3 3 , 4 0 J K E Y 3  
10 C C h T I N U t  
kLOhP=(AGOS(ARG))*RC+tLC" 
X I T W = P € K + 1 8 C . - A R C l  
C A P h = = L O N P - l 8 C o + A R C 2  
GO TO 100 
t L O N P = ( A C U S L A P G ) J * R D + E C O N S  
X I  T h = P L R + A R C l  
C A F w=k L O N  P- A R C  2 
G O  TO 100 
E L O h P = E  LOIUS- 4 P C C S  ( A 2 G  1 J *R 0 
2 0  CChTIlr iUE 
3 0  C O k T l N U E  
X I T k = P E K + 1 8 C . - A R C l  
C A P k=E L O N  P- 180 + ARC 2 
GO To 100 
40 COhTINUk 
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k L O h P = E L O N S - ( P C C S ( A R C )  ) * k U  
X I  Th=PLR+ARCl  
CAPW=5LONP-ARCZ 
GG T O  1.30 




l C 0  C C h J I N U f  
A t =  ( R A + K P ) / Z o  
i i E = ( R A - K P ) / ( Z . * A L )  
GE TURN 
5Q K L Y Z = G  
h t T U K N  
EN0 
S U P R 0 U T I N L . S E L S t ( C A T EM P D A i 9 E E v X I 9 WE p OE p U 9 R S 9 C X p E V E Z p I S v I E 9 T S U N I 
lN*C)UtiSIJI'i 9 T A S I N , T A S O U T ~ T ~ ~ A R I N , ~ U ~ ~ A k ~ ~ A ~ I N , T A E O U ~ , D € L S O M ~ D ~ L C  
2ilM ,DAYS) 
I s=c 
I t  =o 
TSLiNIN=,o 
OUR SUN=3 
TAS IN=; s 
T A  sou.r=o. 
T i  P RIIU=d. 
DUKkAR=Oo 
T AE IN=: 
I A L G U T = J *  
I S T C P = C A Y S / P D + l  
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0 0  20 J = l r  I S T C P  
C A L L  
T I M E = C A T e M + P D * F L O A T  (J-1 
V t C  TOR ( T I M E  r DECS r K A S  , U E C k  r R A E  r D L C C  , k A C  r S X  c S Y  v SZ r & X ,  i Y  , f Z r  C X r  C 
1 Y  r C 214) 
C A L L  D C i U L T ( A L , ~ E , X I r W ~ + P D * f L ~ A T ( J - l ) * D ~ L S O M , ~ ~ + P ~ ~ F L ~ & T ( J - l ) ~ D ~ L C  
1 U M v U r R S r  S X r  S Y r  S Z r U U ~ S U r T S U N I  , A L T l  , T A S I  , D E L 1  , R A 1  p T Z v A L T 2  , T A S O U r D E C 2  
l r K A 2 r  KS) 
C A L L  G C C U L T ( A E ~ € E r X I r W E + P ~ * F l O A T ~ J ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ L S ~ ~ ~ O ~ + P D ~ F L J A T ~ J ~ l ~ * D ~ L C  
1 C M r U r K S ~ ~ X r f Y r ~ Z r D U ~ ~ r T ~ A K I ~ A L T l ~ T A ~ I r D ~ C l ~ ~ A l ~ T Z ~ A L T Z ~ ~ A t G U ~ D ~ C 2 r  
l R A 2 r K E )  
I f ( I S o N k . O ) G O  J C  13 
I F I K S o f i O . 1 I G O  T O  8 
GO TO 13 
T S U h I N = T  S U N  I 
D U K S U t v = O U R S U  
I A S I N = T A S I  
J P  S C U T = T P S O I :  
8 I S = J  
10 If ( I t * N E o O ) G O  T O  1 5  
I F ( K s ~ E O . ~ ) G O  T C  11 
GO TO 23  
r t P R I  l L = T L A k  I 
U U R E A F = U U R  C 
T A E C U T =  T A t f l U  
11 I E = J  
T A c  I N = T l s  I 
1 5  I F ( 1 t m N c . b  . A N 0 0  1 S . N Z . O ) g E T U R N  
2 0  C C l L T I N U t  
RE T U R N  
&NU 
S U P K O U T 1 ; U L  L V t h T S  I t L L N P t  S P k C L U N  r AC 9 CL P F t  , D A Y S  t P D p  D A T E M  p PSR 9 F P A  r R 5 N  
1 T ~ Y r K S r T ~ ~ S T , U r l A 3 t O R 5 r T I M L A ~ ~ ~ T I M ~ ~ ~ R r ~ I ~ D ~ S T ~ V D t U ~ ~ , K ~ ~  
C 
C CGMPUI,S L V t N r  T I M E S  F C R  L A N D I N G r D k O k B I  F A N C  DCHO’ ’1STr G I V k N  L A N D I N G  
c P L J I N T  A N G  e L L W E h T S  O F  t L L I F S E  AND T K U L  A N z I M A L Y  OF D L O ~ B I T .  
C 
C C U R P L C T  F U R  T I M t  J F  C A Y .  
C 
A ~ G L ~ I ~ ~ = A ~ ~ D ( X I ~ ~ S ~ ) + ~ ~ ~ . - S I G N ( ~ ~ G . ~ X ~  
P M D C T = 3 5 3 . 8 4 1 9 6 2  
H A = 1 4 5 .  E 4 5  +3530 89 1s 5 2 9  1 D A T k M + D A Y S - 2 4 1 8 3 2 2 .  
E L L  C L l h = i L U h P - S P f  C L C N - h A  
U ~ L T L ~ N = A Y G L & ( U ~ L T L U ~ j  
Ct; L T J C = U r  L T  L O h  / F MDC T 
T I M L A h d = D A r t M + C P Y S + C t L T J D  
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APPENDIXD - Continued 
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APPENDED - Continued 
C A L L  F A R I N l F l r l Z r P X r P Y I l t 3 ) r l )  
C A L L  P A R  I N (  F 1 r #Z r P X  r P Y  L 1 9  4) t 11 
C A L L  P A R I N ( F l r G Z r P X r P Y ( l r 5 J r l J  
C A L L  P P H I N ( F l r F Z r P X r P Y ( l r 6 J r l J  
c o  ro 9 
A Z = i l Y  P ( I M  I N  r 1 J 
E Z = h Y  P ( I M  IN r 2  J 
I Z = h Y P (  I I Y I h i r 3 J  
k Z = t i Y P (  I M I N r 4 )  
G Z = h Y  P I I M I  N r 5 1 
F Z = k Y P ( I M I N r 6 J  
6 f l = T A (  I M I N J  
9 B = - A L * S O R T  ( Z Z * g Z - l  
B T = B * C O S ( O R * l Z J / C L A T  
@R=9*SINtDK*IZ)*COS ( C R * ( L O N S - O Z )  J 
C A L L  r C O N I C  ( U * E l  r A 1  r F 1 r  T P E R E )  
C A L L  T C C N I C ( U r t Z r P Z r F 2 r T P E R H )  
C B K A D =  ( A l - k l * f ; l * L  1 J / ( 1. +t 1 * C O S  ( DR*F 11 J 
C A L L  C C N C P H ( P Z r f Z r I L r W Z r U Z r f Z r X r Y , L t V X H t V Y H I V Z i t U J  
C A L L  C C N C P h ( A l r k 1 r  I l r W l r ~ l r F l t X t Y r L , V X ~ r V Y ~ t V Z ~ ~ U J  
HPRAD = A L - A Z * k Z  
V 0 B h = S 0 R T ( V X H * L X h + L Y ti * L Y H + V Z H  * V Z ill 
V C B t = S Q l i T  ( V X I ; * V X E  + V  Y t  * V Y L + V Z E * V Z L  1 
v X U =  V X E - V X h  
V Y C = V Y E - V Y F i  
v z c =  v 2 i - v  2 n 
C A L L  
C A L L  
C A L L  L A T L N G (  X P t i r Y P H  t Z P F r D L C i - i P r K A H P J  
C A L L  L A T L N G ( X P E t Y P f r Z P t r D ~ C ~ P r R A ~ P J  
C CNC A K ( P 2 r t Z r I Z r h'Z t il Z r 3 t X P 4 r Y PH r Z PH r D X r D Y p L) Z 9 U J 
C C X C  P R  S: A 1  9 E l  r I 1 r W 1 r O  I ri3 t X P k  t Y P t  t Z P t  r D X  D Y  r D Z 9 U 1 
W X C = S  I N (  D K *  I 1  1 *S 1N( C R * O l )  
W Y E = - C O S ( C P * O l  J*SIY(LR*Il J 
k Z E = C O S  ( U R * i  11 
k X t 1 = S  I I U ( U K * I  z ) * S I r d (  C G * U Z )  
h Y h = - C S S ( 2 R * O Z  J * S I N ( D 2 * I Z )  
k Z h = C O S ( D R * I Z J  
H k T U H N 
C A L L  w r  ( h x L   YE , ~ z E ,  d x t  ,WYH,NZH.  PLAN^ J 
i N D  
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SUBKOUTI~YL C K C S S  ( X l r V l r Z l r X Z r Y 2 r Z 2 r P X r P Y r ~ Z ~ P R O D U C T )  
P X = Y  1*z2-L  l * Y  2 
P Y = Z 1  * X L - X l * Z 2  
P Z = X l  * Y  2 - Y  1 * x z  
P H C C U C I = S O R T ( P X r P X t P Y * P Y + P Z )  
F t  TUKh 
izN i) 
C CALCIILAT; v L c r ~ r 7  C P C S S  PKORUCT 
SUt!H[J\J r IN, C U P  I C  ( A t I3 r C  r G  r X 1 r X 2 c  X 3  r K K  1 
1 
1 C  
c 
1 1  
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T t i I S  SUBRClUTIhi‘ S C L V L S  THE t ( 3 U A T I O N  A X * * 3  + B X * * 2  + C X  + D  = 0 F O R  
TI-L. k.-AL CtCJCTS 
A W ? * C W ~  - C C - F F I C I c h T  CF T r t ,  i I I F F L R c N T  POWERS OF X 
X l p X L t X 3  - R t A L  R J C C S  O F  T h t  t-(JUATIUR 
K K  - N U ~ E L ~  OF k t A L  R @ @ T S  
APPENDIX D - Continued 
X Z = C B K T (  St3/2. )-F/3. 
X 3 = X 2  
GO TO 7 
4 CChTINUE.  
01 S=C**2-4.*8*G 
I F ( D I S I  7 , 5 9 5  
X l = [ - C + S Q R T  (DIS 1 ) / 2  . /B 
x 2= ( -c- s Q R T  ( D 1 s 1 / 2 / R 
K K = Z  
7 CUNUTINUZ 
R t  TUH t\ 
t N D  
5 
S L @ R O U C l N t  DOT ( X 1  r Y  1 r Z l r  X 2  r Y 29 L 2  r AIVGLk) 
C 
C T h I S  SUYRUUTINE CCPPUTES T H E  ANGLk 6 t T W E E . N  TWO VErCT iJKS 
C X l r Y l r Z l  - C C K P L N L ~ T S  GF T H t  V E C T O R  R 1  
C ~ 2 . ~ 2 ~ ~ 2  - C C I M F G ~ L ~ T ~  O F  T l i t :  v k c r m  4 2  
C A N G L S  - A N G L k  B E T h t t N  V L C T O R S  R 1  AND R 2  
r 
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S U P K O U T I N I !  t E P R T H ( J O , X t E , Y h ~ r Z H L , D X H L , D Y H ~ , D Z H E )  
ThIS  S U 3 H u i l T I k C  C G b ' P U T t S  T Y t '  r i C L I U C i N T K I C  P G S I T I O N  A N D  V E L O C I T Y  OF 
Thr k A F i T i i  I k  M L P N  E Q U I N O X  A N D  f i C L I P T I C  OF DATE C O O R D I N A T E  S Y S T E M .  
T k I S  RULJTI l \ rE  C A L L S  S U B R C U T I h E S  T I N V S  A N D  CONCAR.  
J D  - J U L I A N  D A T L  
Xhr *Yi:c Z h i  - P C S I  T I O N  OF E 4 R T h  
C X t c r C Y r i E r C Z t . L  - V E L O C I T Y  OF S A R T H  
T H I b  S U S K D U T I N c  COP"I- ' ikS THc 14EAN H C L I O C t N T R I C  P O S I T I O N  AND 
V i L O C I T Y  J F  M A d S  I N  THL MLAN c A K T t i  L O U I N O X  AND E C L I P T I C  OF D A T E  
C 0 1 3 k D I k A T c  S Y S T L I 1 .  r h I S  R U U T I N E  C A L L S  S U B K O U T I l l t S  T I N V S  A N D  C O N C A R  
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L 
C T k I S  SUHRUUTIl \ ; i  C C Y V S K T S  A GIVClN J U L I A N  D A T E  OR THE N d M H E K  OF 
c Wr-iCLL AND F R A C T I O N A L  CAYS SINCL JANUARY l r  19539 G HRSor  T O  TdE 
C CUKhESPtiNUING CbLLNCAR DATE. 
C 
C WDI - I V T t G P A L  P A R T  OF J U L l A N  OATE OR NHOLE NUNBER OF DAYS S I N C E  
c JANUARY 1, 1 S 5 C r  C h R S *  
C F c l i  - F R A C T I O N A L  P P R T  OF J U L I A N  DATE OK FRACTIONAL NUMBER O F  DAYS 
c S I N C E  JANUARY l r  195Uv 3 HKS. 
C I & b  - C G N T R C L  i N T i G c R .  G I M P L I K S  J U L I A N  D A T t r l  I N P L I E S  DAYS 
c X ( 1 - b l  - CALENCAR E b T i i  ( Y t : A R r ~ U N T ~ r D A Y r H O U R r M I Y U T f ( S f C O N D  1 
C 
D I V / E N S I L I U  X ( 6 I  , P ( 1 2 ) r W ( 1 2 1  
w C = W D  1 
FC=FD 1 
I F  ( I N D )  1 1  1 .5  
1 I F ( F 0- 5 1 2 v 2 9 3 
2 FC=FD+.5 
wc = kD- 1. 
G i l  TO 4 
3 FC=FC-.5 
4 b4C=*0-2433Li32. 
5 kIC=WC+l .  




I F  ( k i i )  Id P li; 9 7 
Z = Z + l .  
C K = C - L  
I F ( C K ) 9 9 3 r R  
A C Y = 3 0 5 0  
F C = Z P . .  
GG T O  b 
Cj D Y = 3 b 6 ~  
0 = 6 + 4 .  
F C = 2 S  
GI1 TLI  6 
DU l i  I = l r 1 2  
C1=31 
C 2 = 3 G  
DU 1 3  I = 1 r 1 2  
A (  I ) = 1  
6 h C = h U - U Y  
7 i u = r \ ; + l  
10 k 3 = h D + C Y  
11 A(11=i. 
C A = F C * A  ( Z 1 t C I* ( P 1 I +A ( 3  J + A  ( 5  1 + 4  ( 7 )  + A  ( 8  ) + A (  1C 1 + A (  12 1 1 +Ci* ( A  ( 4 )  + 
k ( I )=wC-CA 
I f ( k ( I ) J 1 2 1 1 2 ~ 1 3  
I F  ( 1-1 I 1 5  r 1 5  r 16 
1 A ( 6 ) + 1 i ( ’ 3 l + A ( l l 1 )  
1 2  
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1 5  M L N = 1  
1 6  M L h = I - l  
GO TO 14 
WD=k I M G N . )  
C C R = M C h +  1 
GO ro 1 4  
13 C C h T I h U ?  
1 4  N=h+5i1 
X(l)=N 
X / Z ) = P i G N  
X ( 3 1 = W O  
F H = F O * 2 4 .  
N= F H  
X ( 4 ) = N  
F M= ( F ii- X ( 4 1 ) * 6 0 . 
N=FM 
X (  5 ) = N  
X ( O ) = ( F X - X ( 5 ) 1 * 6 0 .  
Fli  TURN 
k N D  
I f  X 2 9 Y 2 , P N U  Z i  A l i i  Z t P O v  T h i N  X 1  IS C O N S I D C R C D  T r l ~  K A D I A L  
D I S T A Y C t  T O  P C I h T  1, Y 1  T-Ik UISTAhCt T U  P O I N T  2 1  AND 2 1  T i i i  
A N G L i  F R O M  P O I N T  1 TU P 3 I N T  2. M 3 T I D N  I S  4 L W A Y S  C O N S I U r R i D  
F P C M  PLJINT 1 TO P C I N T  2 .  
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APPENDIX D - Continued 
1 3  F L A S T = F  
GO TO 3 
C 
14 T b l = T P 2 - P S I  
I F ( ( A B S ( X L 1 L T 1 I P h 0 ( A B S I Y 2 J L T 1 1 A s ( A B S ( Z 2 
D l = Y  1 * z 2 - 2 1  *Y 2 
D 2 = Z i * X 2 - X 1 *  22 
D 3= X 1 * Y 2- Y 1 * X 2 
H H = S Q R T I U l ~ D 1 + 0 2 ~ D Z + G 3 ~ D 3 )  
01=-D1 
D2=-02 
C 3 = - 0 3  
L T 1 I ) G CJ T 0 90 0 
I F ( D 3 * G T . O . )  G O  T C  15 
15 C O C X I  =D3/hH 
x I = A T A ~ ~ ~ S O R T ( ~ . - C O S X I * C O S X I  ) r C O S X I  ) * K O  
S O = C l / ( H r i * S I N ( X I * D R ) )  
C O = - D 2 /  ( HH*S I h  I X I *D R 
IF(SO.EQ.O. .PhD~C3.EQ.O.)  CO=l.. 
@ = A N G L F ( A T A h 2 ( S C * C G I * R D )  
H= A h G L  t ( A T  A h2  ( ( - X  1 * S U + Y  l * C O  I *COS X I  + Z  1 * S  I Y ( X I * D X  I T X l * C O + Y  1*so *RD-T 
1 A l )  
GO T O  900 
8 C O  K K = O  
900 R E T U R N  
END 
S U E R O U T I N c  L A T L ~ G ( X I Y I Z , X L P T T X L ~ N G I  
C 
C THIS S U B K O U T I k E  C C P P U T L S  T h E  L A T I T U D L  AND L O N G I T U l 3 t  OF A G I V E N  
C P O S  I T I  C N  V E C  T C R  
C 
C X I Y I Z  - C C P f C N L h T S  O F  T h T  P O S I T I O N  V E C T O R  
C X L A T V X L U N G  - L A T I r U D t  AND L O N G I T U U L  
C 
A R C O S  ( X  I=ACCS( X 
P K S I N ( X I = A S I N ( X )  
RD=57*29577S5 
P=saiu ( X * * Z + Y * * ~ + Z * * ~ )  
X L G h G = A T A N Z ( Y i X ) * R C  
X L A T = A R S I N I Z / R I * K 3  
K k T U R h  
kND 
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S l r P R J U T I  NY. O C C U L T  ( A t  c w  X I  t W t O t U  t R S  t EX t L Y t  E Z  Y TOCC ,T1  p A L T  1 t F 1  t D E C 1  t R  
1 A l t  T2 t A L  T2 p F 2  D E C Z ,  RA2,KK 1 
T H I S  S U R F ? O U T I N E  C O M F U - T t S  T H E  E N T R A l V C c  A N D  E X I T  T R U E  A N O M A L I E S  OF 
Q C C U L T A T I U N .  T H I S  R C l l T I N E  C A L L S  S U B K U U T I N t S  K X Y Z P Q W ,  Q A R T I C .  
C R O S S *  DOFt T C C h I C v  R P C W X Y Z t  A N 0  L A T L N G .  
P I L I X I  - S t k ’ I M A J d i 7  d X I S *  E C C E N T R I C I T Y *  I N C L I N A T I O N  
W t O  - A R G U M F N T  O F  P E R l A P S I S t  L S N G I T U U E  OF A S C k N D I N G  N 3 D t  
U t F S  G R A V I T A T I L N A L  C L h S T A N T  A N D  K A D I U S  OF T H E  PLANET 
TOCC - L t I J G T I - I  J F  r I C L  I N  SHADOW 
T l t A L T l t F l r D t C l r R P l  - C G N D I T I O N S  A T  k N T R Y  I N T O  T h E  S H A D O W t  T I M E  
F P U M  P E R I A P S I S T  A L T I T U 3 i r  T R U L  A N O M A L Y 9  D t C L I N A T I O N .  A N D  
K 1 G 1 . 1 7  A S C € h S I O N  
~ X * ~ Y ~ ; Z  - CGCPCNEIVTS OF uNIr  V T - C T O R  TOWARD THE BODY OCCULTED 
T Z t A L T 2 r F 2 t C E C Z t t ? A 2  - C C N D I T I U N S  A T  t X I T  F R O M  T H E  SHADOW 
K K  - L C r J T h O L  I N T i G L H .  0 I Y P L I L S  N O  O C C U L T A T I O N ,  1 I M P L I E S  O C C U L T .  
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G O  T O  4 
3 C O h i I h U E  
4 I F ( F Z m G T m 1 C C O m ) G O  T O  90d 
C F l = C U S ( F l * C R I  
S F l = S l N l F l * D R )  
D S D F = 2 o * R S * R S ~ ( l m + t * C F l J * ( - ~ * S F l ) + ~ m * P * P * ( ~ ~ T A ~ C F l + X X I * S F l ) ~ ( - ~ ~ T A  
l * S F l + X X I * C F l  J 
I F ( C S D F  mGTmCm ) G O  T O  5 
C 
T t M P = F l  
F 1 = F 2  
F 2 =  I Z M P  
C 
5 C A L L  T C O N I C ( U * r  IA IF 11 T 1 )  
C A L L  r C D N I C  ( U  I € e  AI F Z I  T2  J 
T O C C =  r 2 - r i  
I F ( T O C C m L T m S . ) T O C C = 6 m Z & 3 1 e 5 3 ~ S ~ R r ( A * * j / ~ ) + ~ C ~ C  
T l = T 1  / b G o  
T 2 = T 2  / 63 
T U C C = T O C C / 6 0  
A L  T l = P /  ( 1 + & * C O S  ( F 1  * C R l  )-H S 
A L T L = P / ( l o + t ~ C C S ( F 2 9 D K J I - f f S  
C A L L  K P Q ~ X Y Z ~ C O S I F ~ ~ D R ~ ~ S I N ( F ~ * D R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ I ~ ~ O ~ ~ X Y ~ I R X ~ R Y ~ ~ Z ~  
C A L L  L A T L N G  ( R X I R Y  IR ZI S i c 1  R A 1  i 
C A L L  R P ( ~ ~ X Y Z ( C O S ( F ~ * D R J I S I N ( F Z ~ D K J I ~ ~ ~ X I I W I U I R X Y Z I R X I R Y ( K Z ~  
C A L L  L A  l L N G  ( R X  t P Y  I R 2 I C k C 2  I RA2 I 
K K = 1  
G O  rci 930 
C 
8 C O  C C h T I N U t  
T O C C = C  
T l = C m  
A L T l = O o  
F l=G. 
o t  c i = o .  
R A  1=0 
T 2 = 3 .  
A L  J 2 = 3 m  
F2=G 
Ct c 2 = 0  
R A Z = C  
R i  T U R N  
k N E  
sclo C C R  r Ihuc  
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T h l S  S U B k d U T I h r  T R P E S F C R M S  G L U C E N T R I C  E A R T H  E Q L I A T O R I A L  C O O R D I N A T t S  
F P C N  t P r J C H  J D 1  Ti EpUCh J D 2 .  T H I S  R O U T I N E  C A L L S  S U B R O U T I N E  ~ U L E R D  
J D l r J D 2  - J U L I A h  D A T L S  GF I N I T I A L  A N D  F I N A L  E P O C H  
X i l t Y L l r Z k l  - C C M P C h E N T S  OF V E C T O R  I N  J D L  C O O R D I N A T E  S Y S T e M  
XL2 t Y ~ 2 t  L C Z  - C C M P C N E N T S  OF V t C T i 3 R  i N  JD2 C O O R 3 I N A T E  S Y S T E M  
R L P L  J C 1  t J D 2  
T=AZASI  ( J D 2 - J D l  ) / 3 6 5 2 4 * 2 1 9 6 7 9 )  
TC = ( J D 2 -  2 4 1 5 0 2 0 1 / 3 6 5 2 4 2 1 9 8 79 
Z k  I A 5 =  ( 0 b+CC6944+C 38777 778E-3* r 3  1 * T + O s 8 3 8 8 8 8 8 9 f - 4 * T * * 2 + 3  5 E - 5 * T *  
1 * 3  
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C Zf TAO=ZETAC+C 2 1 5 7  Z L Z 2 & 3 * T * * Z  
ThETAU= ( U o  5 5 6 8 5 6  1 1 - 3 0  2 3 6 9 4 4 4 k - 3 * T a  1 *T-Oo 1 1 8 3 3 3 3 3 E - 3 * T * * 2 - i ~  11 66666 
1 7 c - 4 * T * * 3  
C 
I F I J C Z - J D l o G T o 3 o )  G C  TO 1 
TEMP=ZETA3 
Z E  TAG=-CZETAG 
C Z E  TAO=- rt MP 
T k  ET A t = -  T i i  E T A 6  
C 
1 C A L L  f U L f R ( X E 1 , Y L l r Z t  l r X t Z r Y f Z r Z f Z , 9 0 o - Z t T A 0 ~ - ( 9 O o + C Z ~ T A ~ )  rTHL’TA0,  




SLEl iOUTI IVE C P C R P T ( P I B , C , X l , X Z , K K )  
C SULVk S EQCIQT ICN A*X**Z+B*X+C=O 
C KK = NUMELR CF K L A L  R O O T S  
KK=G 
D I  S=H*E-4o * A * C  
I f ( U I S o L T o 0 o )  GO TO 830 
X l = ( - B + S D K T  ( D I S J  ] / ,? . /A 




S L B H U U T i N E  O A P T I C I ~ , B , C I D I E , X ~ ~ X Z ~ X ~ , X ~ ~ K K I  
T k I S  SUf lROUTINE SL3LVkS THE i Q U A T 1 O N  A X * * 4  t B X + * 3  +CX+*2 + O X  + E  E ij 
F O K  T h f  REAL RclCTSo T d 1 S  ROUTINE C A L L S  SUBROUTINkS QADRAT AND C O N I C  
A * B * C t D t i r  - C C L F F I C I L h T S  @F TrJE O I F F L ~ E N T  PCWLSS OF X 
X l i X Z , X 3 , X 4  R t A L  R L O T S  OF THL. ~ ~ O U A T I U I U  
KK - hUM5a-R CF R t A L  HOOTS 
KK=G 
BP=B/A 
C P = C / A  
CP=C/A 
t P = E / A  
C 
H =- B P / 4 0 
HZ=H**Z  
h3=h2*1i  
h 4 = h 3 * H  
P = t 0 * k l 2  + 3 0 * e P *H + c P 
C= 4 0* h 3+ 3. * BP*H2+ 2 *C P*h+ DP 
R = H 4 + 5 P * H 3 + C P * H Z + D P ~ h t ~ P  
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GO TO ( l r 2 , 2 l r N R C G J  
1 k p = r i  
Gi3 TO 4 
GC T O  4 
2 R P = P Y A X l I T l r T Z ~  
3 K P = A Y A X L I T l r T Z r T 3 )  
C 
4 C C h T I N U t  
SQh P = S G R  r I R P I 
X I = ( P + G P - Q / S Q k P J / Z .  
Hi- T P =  P + R  P +  6/ S CR P 1 / 2. 
C 
CALL a ~ C K A T I l . * S G ~ P I X I * Y l r Y Z , I R O O T )  
C A  LL CAD RAT ( i *-SCH P t 5 t T A  Y 3 r Y  4 J R D O T  I 
I F  ( I R O C T + J P O O T  .CQ,Z 1 GO r o  800 
I F L I ~ . C C F + J P C C T . I C . ~ I  GO T U  6 
i F ( i K u c r . t i Q . c )  GC r c  5 
x 1 = Y 1 + I - !  
X Z = Y Z + k  
K K = 2  
5 X l = Y 3 + t i  
X Z = Y 4 + i  
K K = 2  
6 X l = Y l + t i  
x 2= Y 2 + i-I 
X 3 = Y  3 + n  
K K = 4  
8i 4.3 C C I\ T 1 h tf I 
LNC 
GO rc: ~ S C  
G C  ro ad;, 












F h l S  S U d R G l i l I h E  F O T 4 T c S  A V E C T O H  FROM GtOCiNTRICp ECLIPTIC* TO 
ThE G c O C C N r F I C p  i A G T h  k Q U A T O R i A L  CUOROINATk S Y S T E M  
JO - JULInlV DATE 
x i . C r Y k ~ r l L L  .- C C M P C h i h T S  OF T H t  VECTOR I N  T h E  GEOCENTRIC,  E C L I P T I C  
CCCRDINATE S Y S r t M  
X K G , Y C S , Z ~ ( J  - C C M P O I \ ~ N T S  OF r t i k  V E C T O R  IN ThE: GEOCENT~IC ,  E A R T H  
E d U A T C R I P L *  CDURDINATt; S Y S T E M  
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X E C = X E C  
Y ~ G = Y E C * C - Z E C * S  
Z E Q = Y E C * S + Z E C * C  
R E T U R N  
t N D  
SU @ ROUT I Nk R EQM C Q  J C 9 X EQ 9 Y E 9  9 Z t Q 9 XM EO 9 Y ME Q 9 ZME Q 9 05 C M E a 9 R AME Q 1 
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  R O T A T E S  A V E C T O R  F R O M  T H E  M k A N  E A R T H  E Q U A T O R -  
E Q U I N C X  TO T H E  W E A h  M A G S  E Q U A T O R - E Q U I N O X  C O O R D I N A T E  SYSTEM.  T h I S  
R O C T I N E  C A L L S  S U B R C U T I N E S  R E Q P t Q  A N D  L A T L N G .  
J D  - J U L I A N  D P T E  A T  TIME: O F  I N T E R E S T  
X E C I Y E O I Z C Q  - V E C T O R  I N  T h E  f A R T i i  E O U A T O K I A L  S Y S T E M  
X M E C 9 Y M i i Q r Z P E C  - V E C T O R  I N  THE M A R S  E Q U A T O R I A L  S Y S T E M  
C E C M t C v R A M E Q  - C E C L I N A T I O N  A N D  R I G i j T  A S C t N S I O N  O F  T H E  V E C T O R  I N  
T H E  M A R S  E Q U A T O K I A L  S Y S r f M  
K t P L  JO 
C 
L 
C A L L 
C A i i  L A T L ~ G ( X ~ ~ G , Y ~ E C * Z ~ E Q I D E C M ~ ~ . ~ A M ~ Q ~  






















TI-!IS SUBROUTIhE f i O T A T c S  A V f C T U K  FROM MEAh E A R T H  EQUATOR-ECUINOX 
T O  P L A h c T  ECUATCR-EGUINCX C O O K D l N A T t  SYSTiiM. T H I S  R O U T I N t  C A L L S  
S U e R O U T I N f  CULER. 
J U  - J U L I A N  CPTE AT T I M E  OF I N T E K E S T  
ALPhAGeGAMMAO - R I G i i T  A S C k N S I 3 N  AND D E C L I N A T I O N  OF T d E  P L A N E T S  
A X I S  GF P C r A T I C N  EXPRESSED I N  TtIE t A R T h  E Q U A T O R I A L  
CUORO I KAT L SYSTEM 
I 1 M i G A . X I  - L O F z G I l U C i  OF THE ASCLNDING N 3 D c  AND I N C L I N A T I O N  OF THE 
P L A k L T S  O E B I T A L  PLANE REFERENCED TU ThE E C L I P T I C  AND 
VERNAL L C U I N O X  
XEC,YCQ,ZZO - CCMPChkNTS OF THE VECTOR I N  T h E  EARTH EQUATORIAL 
C O i l K D  INATF: SYSTEM 
XP&C,YPEO,LPEQ - CLMPCNtNTS OF THE VkCTDK I N  TidE PLAYET EQUATORIAL 
COOROINATE SYSTEM 
K c b L  J C  
G I F J c h S I C N  hFQk(3t3) 
c K = 0 0 1 7 4 5 2 2 9 i I 1 9 4 4 3 
RD=57.2S 577S513ik23 
r t =  ( J c - 2 4 1 5 t Z O  . I / 3 6  5 2  5 .  
















S U F R O U T I N E  F P Q W X Y Z t  V P r V Q r V W r X I v W r O r R X Y Z r V X v V Y p V Z I  
THIS SUBROUTINE R O T A T E S  A V E C T O R  F R O M  THE P a w  T O  THE X Y Z  
C U O R O I k A T E  S Y S  i E K  
V P v V ' J r V w  - C C P F C r U E h T S  OF T H E  V c G T U R  I N  THE PQW S Y S T E Y  
X I  r h r O  - I N C L I N A T I G h ' r  A P G U M t N l  OF  P Z K I A P S I S I  L O N G I T U D E  O F  A S C r N D I N G  
N O E L  
R X Y Z  - R O T A T I O N A L  M A T R I X  F R O M  T H E  PQW TO THL X Y Z  C O O R D I N A T E  S Y S T E M  
VXIVYIVZ - CGPFCNEhIS OF T k E  V C C T O R  IN T h t c  X Y Z  S Y S T E M  
C I M t N S I O N  R X Y  Z ( 3 9  3 I 
C R = . C J 1 7 4 5 3 2 5 2 5 1 5 9 4 3  
C 
C W = C O S ( W * D R I  
SW=SIrU(  W*DR 1 
CO=COS L U*DR 1 
S O = S I N ( O * D K  1 
C X  I = C O S  I X I * C R  I 
S X I = S I N (  X I * C R )  
C 
R X Y Z (  1 r l  ) = C h * C O - S k * S O * C X I  
RXYZ(lrZI=-SWeCO-Ck~SO*CXI 
R X Y Z I  1 r 3 ) = S O * S X I  
F X Y Z L 2 r l ) = C h s S ~ + S H * C ~ * C X I  
h X  Y Z ( 2 r 2 
R X V Z I 2 r 3 I = - C O * S X I  
R X Y Z ( 3 r l ) = S h + S X l  
F X Y L ( 3 * 2 ~ = C k * S X I  
P X Y Z L 3 r 3 J = C X I  





V X = R X Y Z (  Ir  l ) * V P + G X Y Z I  l r 2 ) * V Q + R X Y L I  1 * 3 ) * V W  
VY=HXYZ(2rl)*VP+FXYZ(Z~2)*VQ+R%YZ(2*3)*VW 
V Z = k X Y Z  ( 39 11 * V P + R X Y  Z ( 3.2) * V Q + K X Y Z (  3 9 3  I *VW 
R O I A T E S  A V C C T O R  F F C M  T H E  X Y Z  TO THL: PQW C U O K D I N A T E  S Y S T Z M  
0 1 K f N S I G N  R P Q W ( 3 r 3 J  
D R = . 3 1 7 4 5 3 2 5 2 5 1 $ 5 4 3  
C W = C O S (  k*DK I 
S h = S I  h IvJ*DR I 
C O = C O S ( O * D ~ )  
S O - S I N ( O * D R  1 
C X I = C G S (  X I * C K )  
S X I = S I N ( X I * C R J  
C 
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S U B K O U T I N L  V ~ C T O R ( J U I D ~ C S , R A S ~ D E C ~ * R A ~ , D E C C * R A C P S X ~ S Y P S Z P ~ X , ~ Y , ~ Z ,  
l C X , C Y  ~ C Z I I B C D Y  1 
T h I S  S U H R O U T I N L  C G P P U T l t S  TtE P O S I T I O N  O F  T H k  S U N ?  C A R r l - l i  A N D  
C A h G P U S  I N  P L ~ R L T  E Q U A T O R *  M t A N  P L A N E T  k Q U I h O X  OF D A T E ,  A N D  W R I T € S  
C A T A .  T H I S  R O U T I N E  C A L L S  S U H R O U T I N t S  C E A R T H ,  F Y A R S ,  E V E N U S ,  P K f C E S ,  
L A T L N G ,  D O T ,  R E C L Q I  R E C V E Q ,  A N D  REQMEO. 
J D  - J b L I P h  D P r E  A T  T I M E  UF I N T t R E S T  
I H C D Y  - C O N T R O L  I N T L G k R .  2 I M P L I E S  VEfYUSv 4 I M P L I E S  MARS. 
DLCSIRAS - C L C L I N A T I O N  A N D  K I G h T  A S C L V S I O N  GF ThL SUV. 
D k C t t k A t  - C t C L I N A T I C N  A N D  R I G H T  A S C C N S I S N  OF T t i k  E A R T H .  
G I - C C i k A C  - C L C L I h A T I G N  P Y D  K I G H T  A S C f N S I O N  O F  C A N O P U S .  
S X I S Y , S Z  - L N I T  V L C T C H  F k U M  T H E  P L A N Z T  TO T H E  SUN. 
E X p E Y i t Z  - U N I T  V k C T G R  F R O M  T t i t  P L A N E T  T O  T h L  C A R T H O  
C X I C Y ~ C Z  U N I T  V k C T O R  F H O M  THE P L A K k T  TO C A N O P U S .  
R t P L  JI; 
R D = 5 7  0 2 9 5 7 7 S 5 1 3 C  823 
C 
C A L L  
C A L L  
et AR F r l (  J D  , X t : L  
P R E C C S  ( 243 3,282 9 - 0  C6O34O55 2 I 60342839 9 - 0  795 13092 9 J D  P C  X t  s C Y E  




APPENDIXD - Concluded 
C 
I F ( I B O D Y m E Q * 4 )  G O  T C  2 
2 C A L L  i M A R S (  JD X k P  r Y  HP r ZHP r D X H P r  D Y H P  ( D Z H P )  
C 
3 XhPL=X!-!E-XHP 
Y H P E=Y h E- Y h F 
Z h P E =  ZHE-ZHP 
R S ~ = S Q h T ( X h ~ ~ * Z t Y h E 4 * Z t 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~  
P S P=S 6) G T L X h  P** 2 + Y  H P **2+ ZW P **2 J 
h P ~ = S Q K T ( X H P E * ~ Z + Y H P E ~ ~ 2 t Z H P € * ~ Z )  
S E X = X h k / R S k  
S i Y = Y n t / R S E  
St Z = Z H L / R S t  
SP X = X H P / K S P  
S P Y = Y i i P / R S P  
SPL=ZHF/RSP 
P L X = X l - F r / K P k  
F t Y = Y h P c / H P k  
F E  Z=ZhP;;/HPk 
C A L L  L A T L N G (  S r X r S E Y  ( S E Z r E H L A T r E H L O N G )  
C A L L  L A T L N G l S f X t S P Y  ~ S P Z I P H L A T ~ P H L O N G )  
C A L L  DCT(SEX,SEYtS€ZrSPXrSPYrSPZrESP) 
C A L L  C C T ( S ~ X ~ S E Y I S E Z I P E X ~ P E Y ~ P ~ Z , S ~ P )  
C A L L  
C A L L  RECEG(JDr-SPXr-SPYr-SPZrSXErSYEpSZEJ 
C A L L  H L C L Q (  J D r P E X r P Z Y  r P k Z r E X E r E Y E r E Z E J  
DCT ( S P X  ( S P Y  r SP Z r -  PEX r-PEY r - P E Z  r SPE J 
C 
I F ( I B C C Y * t Q m 4 J  G13 T C  5 
5 C A L L  R ~ G M ~ Q ( J O r S X ~ r S Y S t S Z ~ r s X r S Y r S 2 r D t C S I R A S )  
C A L L  K ~ G M c Q ( J C I ~ X ~ ~ E Y E , E Z ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ D ~ C ~ ( R A E )  
C A L L  ~tOMcQ(JC,CXLtCYEtCZ€rCXrCYrCZrD~CCrRACJ 
C 
6 XPS=SX*RSP 
YP S = S Y  * G  SP 
Z F S = S Z * R S P  
X P C = k  X*RPE 
Y F E=L Y*:liPF 
2 P i=r z * H.P E 
H E I b k N  
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